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Abstract:
It is conjectured that a non-Abelian gauge theory based on the color SU(3) group will confine quarks. Various techniques that have been applied
to this question are reviewed. These include approximate methods based on strong coupling expansions of Hamiltonian and Euclidian lattice
theories, instanton improvements on perturbation theory, and solutions of truncated Dyson—Schwinger equations for the gauge field propagator.
Formal results based on electric-magnetic duality arguments and on the study of loop field theories are presented. Deconfinement at high
temperatures, the inclusion of light quarks, and a possible reconciliation with a hypothetical discovery of free quarks are discussed.
1. Introduction
The concept that elementary particles are composed of fundamental objects with unusual charges
called quarks dates back to 1964 [1.1,1.2]. From the outset it was assumed that the quark was a
mathematical concept and that free quarks did not have to exist. The observed hadrons were assigned
to multiplets of flavor SU(3) transforming as singlets, octets, or decimets. Quarks were assigned to
transform as the fundamental 3 and 3. This was subsequently extended to flavor SU(4) [1.3]and more
recently to flavor SU(6).
However, more and more, the structure of elementary particles was being understood on the basis of
this simple, even naive, model [1.4].The subjects to which the quark model gave reasonable answers
included hadron magnetic moments, cross sections, weak interactions, etc. It was reasonable to assume
that hadrons were composites of quarks that had their own physical reality. It was not unreasonable to
look for these quarks as on mass-shell real particles.
1.1. Free quark searches
In a review of recent free quark searches [1.5],we learn that of ten new experiments, eight give
negative results. The latter indicate that quarks are not present in ordinary matter to parts in 1021. For
masses between 5 and 10 GeV they are not produced in high energy collisions, up to the highest
accelerator energies available, to parts in 1011 [1.6]. The two experiments yielding possible positive
signals [1.7] are either in contradiction with other similar experiments or have certain internal
peculiarities. Even accepting some of these results as evidence for free quarks, these are still extremely
rare. In the last section we will, briefly, discuss how the theories for permanent confinement could be
modified to accommodate such rare quarks. For the present we will assume that quarks are permanently
confined in hadrons.
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1.2. Need for color
Several serious discrepancies and inconsistencies were evident in the naive quark model.
(i) Aside from the nonexistence of free quarks, only singlets, octets and decimets were observed. No
triplets or sextets existed as physical particles.
(ii) The phenomenology of the low lying baryons favored placing the three quarks making up such a
baryon into a totally symmetric state. This was a violation of the spin-statistics connection.
(iii) The simple quark model prediction of the value of the cross section for e~—e annihilation into
hadrons was off by a factor of about three.
(iv) There was no obvious way to introduce the strong interactions themselves into the model.
Historically, it was the second point that led to the concept of color [1.8]; it did help solve all the
above problems. Each quark flavor comes in three “colors” transforming into each other under the
color SU(3) group. The phenomenological postulate that encompasses confinement and item (i) above,
is that only color singlets exist as physical states. Three quarks in a color singlet are totally antisym-
metric, solving problem (ii), and the factor of three in the e’—e annihilation into hadrons is taken care
of by the three colors. The color quantum number provides a current which can couple to strong
interactions. The flavor quantum numbers are more natural for the weak and electromagnetic inter-
actions.
With the introduction of color, the concept of quark confinement takes on a precise form. It states
that only color singlets belong to the physical Hilbert space. All nonsinglets have infinite energy.
1.3. Quantum chrodynamics
The idea that the strong interactions may be described by a non-Abelian gauge theory [1.9, 1.10] was
given a sharp impetus by the observation that strong interactions are asymptotically free [1.11].
Bjorken scaling [1.12] and more generally the parton model [1.13], had to assume that for high energy
inclusive reactions the constituents of the hadron behaved essentially as noninteracting particles and the
discovery of asymptotic freedom provided a theoretical justification for these assumptions. The
weakness of quark interactions at high energies has been successfully exploited in perturbative
calculations [1.14].After noting the decrease of the coupling constant at high energies, the idea that the
interaction strength will increase at low energies or large distances, was put forward. It is hoped that
interactions will then become sufficiently strong to confine quarks permanently.
1.4. Outline
This article will introduce various approaches and attempts to show that a non-Abelian, Yang—Mills
gauge theory based on color SU(3) confines static quarks. The latter restricts the discussion to a pure
gauge theory with no dynamical quarks, i.e. no quark pair production out of the vacuum. Quarks
appear only as external sources. In the last section we will briefly discuss how such dynamical quarks
modify the arguments for confinement. We limit our discussion to four dimensions. This review will
concentrate primarily on work done after 1977. For earlier attempts, see the review by Marciano and
Pagels [1.15].One further approach we will not discuss is the 1/Ne expansion. This approximation has
given insight into some of the phenomenology of hadron physics, as well as illuminating some difficulties
in connection with apparently conserved currents; it has not, as yet, shed light on the question of
confinement in four dimensions.
The approaches that will be discussed are:
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(i) Lattice gauge theory, renormalization group applications to it, and numerical results (sections
3-5).
(ii) Improvements on perturbation theory based on the inclusion of instantons and on the application
of Schwinger—Dyson equations (section 6).
(iii) Electric-magnetic duality (section 7).
(iv) Loop field theories (section 8).
Due to its own interest, and as it focuses on the important features of quark confinement, the
deconfinement of quarks at high temperatures is discussed in section 9. The inclusion of dynamical light
quarks is briefly presented in section 10, as is some speculation on how many of the confinement ideas
can survive a discovery of real quarks. Section 2 is devoted to a short review of gauge theories. Several
technical points and calculations are given in the appendices. These are mostly “well known” and are
given for purposes of completeness.
2. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
We assume that the strong interactions of quarks are mediated by a non-Abelian gauge theory based
on a local SU(3) group. We will refer to this theory as QCD and to the vector fields on which this theory
is based as gluons. This section serves as a review of the continuum, both quantum and classical, theory.
As confinement is very strongly linked to gauge invariance, we discuss the interesting gauge invariant
operators, and in section 2.4 present some physical and mathematical criteria for confinement.
2.1. Classical continuum QCD
We shall study a theory of a static triplet of quarks, described by fields qa(x), a = 1, 2, 3 and an octet
of gauge vector gluons described by the field A’s, j = 1,. . - ,8. It is convenient to combine this octet into
a3x3 matrix
A~(x)=
where the matrices A/2 generate the algebra of SU(3) [2.1],
r1~~~~j1_ ~.gijk1
5k
[2”,2’~ J
11 21~
We define the covariant derivative of the quark fields and the field strength tensor by:
D~q**= a
1~qa— igA~q’~D~’~= 8~4**+ 4 A~ (2.1)
= ~ — 3~.A5.— ig[A~,Ar].
The classical theory, whose quantum version we hope will result in confinement, is described by the
Lagrangian
L[A, 4, q] = —~TrF~.F~’+ i4y°Doq— m04q. (2.2)
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The static nature of the quarks is insured by the absence of spacial derivatives acting on the quark
fields. This Lagrangian is invariant under the local SU(3) gauge transformation described by the 3 x 3
matrix
S(x) = exp[iw’(x)A~/2]
q(x)—~S1(x)q(x) (2.3)
—1 1 —1
A,.~(x)-+S A~S+—S 3,~S.
In much of what we shall do we will need the Hamiltonian corresponding to the above Lagrangian.
Due to the gauge invariance, not all the variables A,. are independent, and we may avoid this
redundancy by a proper choice of gauge. The most convenient will be the A
0 = 0 gauge. With
E~=o0A7, E1=~A~E~
B1 = ~El~kFjk, (2.4)
the Hamiltonian is
H J d3x {Tr[E2 + B2] + m04q}. (2.5)
As the A0 = 0 gauge is not a completely proper gauge, it must be supplemented with the auxiliary
condition corresponding to Gauss’ law
D E V E — ig[A1, E1] = —gq
4 ~— q ~-. (2.6)
2.2. Quantization of continuum QCD
The most straightforward method of quantizing a classical theory. is to identify the independent
variables and their conjugate momenta and impose canonical commutation (or anticommutation)
relations. One then searches for eigenstates of the relevant Hamiltonian. In the present case, the
operators and their conjugate momenta are A~(x)and E~(y)for the gauge fields and qa(x), q~(y)for
the spinors:
[E~(y), A~(x)]= —i5
0 8~8(x — y) ( 7)
{q~(x),q$ (y)}= 6’~6(x —y).
Gauss’ law, eq. (2.6) is satisfied by requiring the physical states to form a sector of Hilbert space obeying
(D E + gq~q)~physical)= 0. (2.8)
The operator (D . E + gq’4’q) is the generator of infinitesimal gauge transformations. Equation (2.8)guarantees that the physical states are gauge invariant.
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An equivalent way of quantizing a theory is through the Feynman functional integral method
[2.2,2.3]. This method yields directly the vacuum expectation values of time ordered products of
operators:
(T(O1(x1).- On(X~))) = [dA d4 dq] 5[A~]O1(x1) . . O~(x~)exp{if d4xL[A, 4, (2.9)
z = J[ciA d4 dq] o[Ag] exp{i J d4xL[A, 4, q]J.
LEA, 4~q] is the Lagrangian (2.2) treated as a classical functional of the commuting variables A,., and
the anticommuting variables 4 and q. [dA d4 dq] denotes the functional integration.
In view of further developments, it is useful to transform the functional integrals from Minkowski to
Euclidian space; we continue from real time t to it. In this language we evaluate the analytic
continuation of the vacuum expectation discussed above.
(O
1(x1)~. O,,(x,,)) = [dA d4 dq] ô[A~] Oi(x1)~ O,,(x,,) exp{_f d
4xL~[A,4, q]~
Z=f[dA dq dq] o[Ag] exp{_f d4xLE[A, ~, q~}. (2.10)
In the above, all the geometry is to be treated as Euclidian, and the Euclidian Lagrangian is given by
LE = ~Tr~ + i4yoD
0q — imo4q.
2.3. Gauge invariant operators
In the following we will attempt to build all our observables out of gauge invariant, not merely
covariant, operators. Neither q(x), A,.(x) or even F,.~,,satisfies this criterion. q~qand TrF
2 do, but they
form too restrictive a class. A much larger class can be built up with the help of the string operator
(terminology to become clear further on)
y
U~(y,x;c)= [Pcexp[igJA(z).dzJ}’~. (2.11)
The symbol P~indicates that the exponential is to be path ordered along the curve c. Namely, let us
divide the curve c into N segments bounded by z
1 and z1±1,with z0 = y and zN = x. Then
y
expig JA . dzJ = urn [11exp ig(zt÷i— z1) A(zi)J.
Note that the definition of U is the same in Minkowski and Euclidian space. Under gauge trans-
formations
U(y, x; c)—~S~(y)U(y, x; c) S(x).
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Among the most useful gauge invariant operators will be the following two,
M(y,x;c)= 4B(y) U~(y,x;c)q**(x) 212)
W(c)=trU(x,x;c). (
W(c) depends only on the curve c and not on the point x.
The operator M has an interpretation as a meson creation operator. A part of a meson wave
function should contain a quark at the point y and an antiquark at the point x. Such a state may be
created by the operator q~(y)qa(x) acting on the vacuum. This state is, however, not gauge invariant.
We may remedy this by introducing a string of gauge fields between x and y. Such a state is obtained by
letting the operator M(y, x; c) act on the vacuum. Of course, a true meson wave function will consist of
(aside from multi-quark configurations, in the case of light quarks) a superposition of quark and
antiquark positions and, always, an even more complicated superposition of strings joining them.
2.4. Confinement criteria
The obvious question to ask with respect to confinement is, what is the energy of a state with a quark
at x = 0 and an antiquark at x = R. Such a state will obey Gauss’ law, eq. (2.8), or, equivalently, it
should be gauge invariant. Based on the discussion above this state will be of the form
Iq(0), 4(R)) = ~ i/i[c] M(0, R; c)I0). (2.13)
M(0, R; c) is the meson creation operator of eq. (2.12), and the summation over curves c is only a
symbolic way of indicating a superposition, with amplitudes *[c] of states with different curves. Let the
energy of the lowest lying configuration be E(R).
If there is no confinement, we expect for large R
E(R)-+2m,
where m is the renormalized quark mass. Confinement implies that the interquark potential grows
without bound. Although any growth consistent with E(R)_*ce yields confinement, we will illustrate this
behavior, again anticipating future developments, with a linear growth.
E(R) R-.~ -‘oR. (2.14)
u is a universal tension, which can be determined from heavy quark spectroscopy [2.4],
cr = 0.2 (GeV)
2. (2.15)
If we could establish the behavior implied by eq. (2.14), we would prove confinement. if will often be
referred to as the string tension. The terminology will become clear subsequently.
Can we translate the previously described behaviors of E(R) into properties of vacuum expectation
values of some operators? This would prove useful in a path integral study of confinement. The overlap
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of two mesonic states at different Euclidian times is
M(T, R) = (.M’[(O, 0), (0, R); c] M~[(T,0), (T, R); c]). (2.16)
For c we take the straight line from 0 to R. Placing a complete set of intermediate states between the
operators, and remembering that we are working in Euclidian space, we find
M(T, R) = ~ (OIM[(0, 0), (0, R), c]ln)12 exp(—E~T).
The smallest E~corresponds to the energy of separation of a quark and an antiquark, i.e., the E(R) of
the previous paragraph. For large T the behavior of M(T, R) is
M(T, R)—’ e’E~~. (2.17)
We shall now study M(T, R) directly:
M(T, R) = (4(0, 0) U((0, 0), (0, R); c) q(0, R) 4(T,R) U((T, R), (T, 0); c) q(T, 0)). (2.18)
The static quark fields satisfy the equation of motion (Euclidian)
iy°(19o— igA0)q = im0q.
Although in the A0 = 0 gauge this is a free field equation, we can solve it in the presence of A0 and as a
result obtain a gauge independent confinement criterion. The quark propagator is
(q~*(t, x) 4$ ~‘, x)) = P exp{if dt” A0(t”, x)~(q”(t, x) 4$ (t’, X))tree
-~ exp(—mo~t— t’I) U((t, x), (t’, x), c’) 8~ (2.19)
where c’ is the line parallel to the t axis and stretching from x’ to x. Combining eq. (2.18) with eq. (2.19)
we obtain
M(T, R) — exp(—2m0T) W[c].
W[c] is as defined in eq. (2.12), and the curve c is the rectangle depicted in fig. 2.1. Comparing this to
eq. (2.18) we obtain
W[c] -~ exp{— T[E(R) + 2mo]}.
If confinement holds, and the form of E(R) discussed in eq. (2.14) is valid, we find
WEd —~~ —V e~~AM, (2.20)
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(T,O) (TR)
J
(0,0) (O,R)
R
Fig. 2.1. The directed rectangular curve c used to determine the potential of a quark—antiquark pair separated a distance R apart.
where A[c] is the area of the rectangle bounded by c. We note that the reference to quarks has
disappeared from the condition on W[c]. Therefore we may define a confinement criterion for a pure
gauge field. Generalizing eq. (2.20) to an arbitrarily large curve c, not just a rectangle, we say that the
theory confines if
WEd -~ ~ (2.21)
where A[cl is the minimal area of some surface bounded by c [2.5]. If the theory does not confine, then
the expected behavior of W is
W[c] — ~ (2.22)
where P[c} is the perimeter of c. Eq. (2.21) is the Wilson criterion [2.5]for confinement.
A physical picture of confinement is obtained by a study of the ways gauge invariance (Gauss’ law) is
implemented. For a quark—antiquark pair separated a distance R, Gauss’ law requires a color electric
flux between them. The question is to what extent does this flux spread in the transverse direction. In
Abelian QED this spread is of the order of the separation leading to an electric field, E, of the order of
hR2 and an energy in the field
~JE2d3r~~.~hR
yielding the usual Coulomb law. If the transverse spread can be fixed to be independent of the
separation, the electric field will be constant and the energy of separation will be proportional to that
separation, consistent with the previous pictures of confinement [2.6].Squeezing color electric flux into
tubes of fixed thickness (thick strings) is another way of insuring confinement.
3. Lattice gauge theories
A major impetus for the hope that gauge theories will yield confinement is the study of these theories
in the strong coupling limit [2.5].Results in this regime have been obtained in a lattice formulation of
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such field theories. In field theories a coupling constant depends on a length scale; thus, in order to
distinguish strong from weak coupling we must introduce an intrinsic length into the theory. A lattice
provides us with such a scale. We will first present Hamiltonian spatial lattice formulation and then a
four dimensional Lagrangian lattice formalism.
3.1. Ham iltonian lattice formulation
As mentioned previously, one of the reasons for introducing a lattice is to enable a strong coupling
expansion. With this in mind, it is useful first to rescale the variables so as to remove the coupling
constant, g, from eqs. (2.1), (2.3) and (2.6); of course it is bound to reappear elsewhere. Let
A~(x)= gA~(x), E~(x)= ~E~(x).
The new variable continues to satisfy the usual commutation relations. Some of the other relations are
changed to
1 — —
= — (ö,.A~— 8~.A,.— i[A,., Au])
A,. -~ StA,.S + iS’3,.S (3.1)
VE—i[A
1,E1]=—q~q
and most important
H= TrJd3x {[g2E2+-~~A2]+ mo4qJ (3.2)
with
Bk = 2geIIkF1J. (3.3)
Naively one could attempt a strong coupling expansion based on the Hamiltonian (3.2). For large g
we might ignore the magnetic term and look for eigenstates of the electric field. However, nothing
prevents B
2 from becoming very large, or E2 very small. This is the reason we must turn to the lattice.
We discretize space into a simple cubic lattice with lattice spacing a. The lattice sites are vectors of
the form
I = a(iê~+jê~+ kê~).
i, j, k are integers and the ê, are unit vectors along the lattice directions. The links joining lattice sites
will play an important role; the directed link from x to x + aê will be denoted by (x, e). We distinguish it
from the oppositely directed link (x + aê, —e).
Introducing a lattice forces us to give up various space symmetries. We shall, however, try to
maintain gauge invariance. We wish the theory to be invariant under the discrete generalization of the
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quark field transformation law, eq. (2.3). It is natural to associate the vector gauge fields with the links.
In a lattice, geometry scalars are associated with lattice sites, vectors with directed links, antisymmetric
tensors with oriented areas, etc. Our basic unit will be the string operator (2.11) [2.5,3.1]
x ±a~
U~= U(x + aê, x; c) = P exp~[J A . dz]. (3.4)
The integral runs along the link from x to x + aê. An obvious property, due to the unitarity of U is
= Ux±ai;_e.
The continuum limit is achieved by letting a tend to zero, and then, at least on the classical level
Ux:ê exp{iaA(x). e} 1 + iaA(x)’ ê. (3.5)
We shall use this limit to justify the lattice versions of various operators.
U is a unitary 3 X 3 matrix and thus can be parametrized as any element of SU3, namely
= exp{i s—. ~ (3.6)
Comparing with (3.5) we see that the group parameters b are related to the vector potentials A. It is
important to note that the b’s vary over a compact manifold in distinction to the continuum A’s.
Integration over the group denoted in the future by [dU] will, in reality, be an integration over the b’s.
We are now in a position to define a gauge invariant operator whose continuum limit will be related to
B of (3.3). Consider the trace of a product of four link operators, U~,along a fundamental lattice
square, or plaquette [3.2], illustrated in fig. 3.1
Ux;êI.ê2 = ~ (3.7)
Using eq. (3.5) we combine the factors of U.~eand to order a
2 obtain
Tr U~
11~= ~ijk Tr exp[ia2.~ 4] ~qk Tr[l — ~a~(E ~)]. (3.8)
— x+y ~+(~+~)o —
-
a x+e1a
Fig. 3.1. A fundamental plaquette.
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When no ambiguity occurs we replace the combination x; ~ ê1 by p and let
= Uxêj,~.
In view of eq. (3.8) a lattice version of
HM= Trfd3x~~~sB2(x)
is
HM=~-4-Tr[2-UP-Ufl. (3.9)
We now need a lattice generalization of the electric field. The commutation relations of eq. (2.7) will
serve as a guide. With U~,1defined in eq. (3.4) we find
[Ea&). ~j,Ux;êj] = ö~,,ô~(y±)U(x + aê, y; c)~—U(y, x; c),
if y coincides with any of the points in the interval x, x + aê and zero otherwise. In the lattice formation
~ has to be considered in total and cannot be broken up along the link. We can define an electric
field at the start or end of a link. The two fields associated with the link (x, e) are E~and E~±aê;ê, and
are determined from their commutation relations with link variables ~ For ê positive, we postulate
[3.1]
[E~e~, U5.~~]= Sil Sx,y U~~j
(3.10)
[E~±ae~_êi, Uy;êj} = ~
5ij ~5x,y~ ~
The fact that U~T;
1= Ux±ae;—j yields the commutation relations for negative ê’s. Use of the Jacobi
identities yields the electric field commutation relations
1E’~
~ 1—~~-~ ~
[ ~i,, y;~
1J— I ~ x.yJ x;ê,
[E~_~1,E~_ej]= ~ ~ E~_~j (3.11)
~ ~ = 0.
The two electric fields are not independent of each other; the defining commutation relations provide
the connection
—— ~$J’$ +
— x:~/x x;é x;J
which implies that
= E~±ae;_e. (3.12)
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The electric energy
HE= g2TrJd3xE2 (3.13)
goes over to
HE = ~ (3.14)
a tin
The total lattice QCD Hamiltonian is
H = ~ ~j5~ (2— Up— U~)+~mo4~q~. (3.15)
The generator of infinitesimal time independent gauge transformations is
~ (E~ — E~_e)+ q ~- q~}. (3.16)
We require this operator to annihilate all physical states.
Before proceeding, it is useful to study the spectrum of states of a single link Hamiltoniant
Hxe =
For notational simplicity we write
E~~E~= E2
E~j= E~
E~ —
x±aê;—ê—
E2 is the quadratic Casimir operator, C~’~[3.3], for a representation r of SU(3). The states correspond-
ing to a given r transform as an (r, r) representation of SU(3) x SU(3) generated by the operators E’~
and E’~.We will use the collective labels p and p’. If d(r) is the dimensionality of r, we are dealing with
d2(r) states. Aside from E2 we may choose E3, E8, E’3 and E’8 to be diagonal
E2~r;p,p’)=rC(2)(r)~r;p,p1)
E3’81r; p’ p’) = A3’8(p)Ir; p, p’)
E’3~8jr;p, Pr) = A38(p’)Ir; p’ p’).
‘Such a single link theory has an interesting mechanical interpretation. Had we been dealing with an SO(3) rather than an SU(3) theory, the
single link Hamiltonian would be the same as the Hamiltonian for a symmetric top with moment of inertia aIg2. The operators E~~generate
rotations around space fixed axes and the ~ around body fixed axes. The matrix U,~is the rotation necessary to go from one set to the other.
(See, for example, L.D. Landau and E.M. Lifshitz, Quantum Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1958).) Thus, we may view the lattice
gauge theory as a collection of interacting rigid SU(3) tops.
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Another useful representation is one in which the operator Ux;i(b) (cf. eq. (3.6)) is diagonal. The
overlap between this and the previous set is
(U(b)lr;p,p’)= D~,.(U). (3.17)
D~7~is the d(r) dimensional representation of SU(3) corresponding to the transformation generated by
the b’~(cf. eq. (3.6)). The defining link variables U correspond to ~
As an example, and for future use, we will now calculate, in strong coupling perturbation, the low
lying spectrum of states.
3.2. Strong coupling Ham iltonian perturbation
The Hamiltonian of eq. (3.15), in a form convenient for strong coupling expansion is [3.4, 3.5]
H = ~ Ex~+ x Tr ~ (2— U~— U)} + ~ mo 4(x) q(x) (3.18)
x = 21g4.
In this section we will calculate, to zeroth, first and second order in x, the quark—antiquark potential.
We will do this in a standard Hamiltonian perturbation theory. However, as we will be interested in the
difference in the energies of this configuration and in the vacuum energy, let us calculate the quarkless
spectrum first.
Due to Gauss’ law, electric flux lines must close. To zeroth order in x the two lowest lying states are
the vacuum, with no electric flux anywhere, and the states where the electric flux is in a 3 or 3
representation along the links of some fundamental plaquette. The first state we identify by 10) with
energy ~ = 0. The second class of states consists of
IP)= U~JO)
i~)=U~0). (3.19)
Using the definition of U, eq. (3.7), and the commutation relations, eq. (3.10), we obtain
HElP) = E~,°~lP)
HElP) = E~~IP)
with
E~°~= 14C3)l —
~° 2a ‘ 3 2a~ (3.20)
Normalizing the group invariant measure to [3.3]f dUD~’~(b)D~~(b)= 4~’ôpp’
results in having the states IP) properly normalized.
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To first order in x all energies shift by
E~O’~,= 3x ~— N(P). (3.21)
N(P) is the number of plaquettes in our system; we assume for the moment, a finite world. The order x2
correction is obtained from second order perturbation theory,
= — x~~ (0 ~ = ~ (~N(P))x2. (3.22)
Let us now turn to states with a heavy quark at the origin and a heavy antiquark at R = naê
1. Again,
due to Gauss’ law, we must have an electric flux joining the two particles. We expect the lowest energy
configuration to consist of the shortest flux path possible. This is illustrated in fig. 3.2(a). The lowest
order energy of this configuration is
Eoa(x)= ~—~n +2m0= ~-~R + 2m0. (3.23)
Comparing the above equation with (2.14) we obtain the result alluded to earlier: strong coupling lattice
gauge theories confine quarks.
To first order in x the perturbing Hamiltonian connects the state described by fig. 3.2(a) to those
represented by figs. 3.2(b)—(f). The relevant Casimir operators are [3.3]
C
6) 10/3, C8~=3
3
_____ 3fl3I- I I i~
8
(a) (d)
_____ 3fl3I I I I I I I I
3
(b) Ce)
I I
Cc) (f)
Fig. 3.2. Hamiltonian strong coupling contributions to the interquark potential. Numbers indicate the representation to which a particular link has
been excited. If no number appears the 3 representation is implied. Zeroth order (a); first order (b); second order (c—f).
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and
E°”= E0~+ ~ (162a ‘.3
EOC = E0a + ~ (~2a ‘.3
Eod = E0a + ~ (~22a 3
= Eo0 + i— (4)2a
E°t= E0~+ ~— (6).2a
The first order shifts in the energies of all the configurations are again the common factor of eq.
(3.21). The Clebsch—Gordon coefficients yield the matrix elements between configuration (a) and the
other ones. The contribution of these configurations to the second order energy shifts are
_E2b=~x2~[N(P)_4n]
2a 24
= i— x2 ~ [4n] (3.24)
= i— x2 ~ [4n]2a 9
—E2~=~
2a 12t
The terms in the brackets indicate the number of configurations of each type. Combining these results,
and subtracting the second order correction to the vacuum, eq. (3.22), we obtain [3.4,3.5]
E(R)=~R[~_x2~+.. .}+2m
0. (3.25)
Again we obtain a linearly rising potential leading to a confinement of quarks. Higher order terms will
be presented later.
3.3. Euclidian lattice gauge theories
Lagrangian theories in a path integral formalism can also be transcribed to a lattice, this time a
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four-dimensional one [2.5,3.2]. In appendix A we show that the lattice analogue of eq. (2.10) is
(ii O1(x1 e1)) = ~Jfl dU~fl O(x,; e1) exp{-~Tr~ (U~+ U)}
1 (3.26)
.7 = J fl dUx.~exp{—~Tr~ (U,. + U)}.
The plaquette summation now runs over all four dimensions. The continuum limit of the above is just
eq. (2.10); however, as discussed in appendix A, this formulation is equivalent to the Hamiltonian
formulation for small g only. We expect the quantum mechanics based on the different formulations to
be the same in the continuum limit. However, various approximate results will be formalism dependent
and it is constructive to compare them.
The operator characterizing the confinement properties of the theory is the Wilson loop integral, eq.
(2.12), whose lattice analogue is
W[c]=Tr fl U~. (3.27)
(x.é)Ec
The product is ordered along the closed curve c. For simplicity we will deal with planar curves only.
3.4. Euclidian lattice strong coupling expansion
The strong coupling expansion of the Euclidian theory [3.2, 3.4, 3.6] is obtained most directly by
expanding the exponent in eq. (3.26) as a power series in 11g
2. The orthogonality properties of the
representation matrices U show that the lowest order nonvanishing contribution to (W[c]) is of the order
(1/g2)”~.N(c) is the number of plaquettes in the planar area surrounded by the curve c. The situation is
illustrated in fig. 3.3(a). Relating the number of plaquettes, N(c), to the area by A = N(c)a2, we obtain
W[c] = exp(—ln g2A/a2). (3.28)
1/ ////T~/ /
(0)
/// rr/
//////////////~
(b)
Fig. 3.3. Plaquettes contributing to the Wilson loop in a strong coupling Lagrangian theory. Lowest order (a); first order correction (b).
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Comparing this to (2.21) we see that again the strong coupling limit results in confinement with the
energy of separation
E(R) = ln g2R. (3.29)
The difference between this result and that of eq. (3.23) is due to the aforementioned difference
(discussed in greater detail in appendix A) between the two formulations.
One could proceed and pick out the higher order terms contributing to W[c]. It is more convenient
to modify the expansion somewhat [3.41.This modification is inspired by the treatment of similar
problems in statistical mechanics. Noting that the representations of a group provide a complete set of
functions [3.3],we expand
exp ~ [U~ + Ufl = 1(g2) ~ wr(g2) Tr ~ (3.30)
with wi(g2) = 1. Inverting this expansion yields
1(g2) = f dU,. exp ~ [LJ~,+ Ufl = 1 + O(11g2)
g (3.31)
w
3(g
2) = fdU,. TrD°’exp~[U~ + ufl = ~+ O(1/g~).
(54(g2) start with a power (1/g2)~,where ii is the smallest number of 3’s and ~‘snecessary to obtain the
representation r. Thus an expansion in powers of hg2 may be recast into an expansion in powers of
= ~ The first contribution comes from the r = 3 term in eq. (3.30) for each plaquette outlined in
fig. 3.3(a)
W[c] = (~)A/a2 (3.32)
The factors proportional to 1(g2) are cancelled by similar terms in the expansion of Z. The first
correction comes from surfaces depicted in fig. 3.3(b). There are four more plaquettes and the
contribution is (w)~”~2~~.There are A/a2 places where this extra box may be attached and four ways of
arranging it in the two extra dimensions.
W[cl = WA/a2(1 ~ = exp{_4(_ln w —4~~+. .)} (3.33)
Again, to this order we have confinement with the energy of separation
E(R) = —~ (—In w — 4w4+~ ~)R. (3.34)
Higher order terms will likewise be presented later.
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Lattice theories, both in the Hamiltonian and in the Euclidian—Lagrangian formulation lead to quark
confinement at strong couplings. The crucial question to which we turn in section 4 is how these results
extrapolate to the weak coupling continuum region.
3.5. Off axis calculations and string fluctuations
The calculations in sections 3.3 and 3.4 were done for the case of the quark—antiquark pair along a
lattice direction. If the lattice theory possesses a Lorentz invariant continuum limit, then the results
should not depend on this choice. There is interest in doing these calculations with the quarks not along
a lattice direction. We shall discuss the detailed reasons in section 5 and present the first order result for
the quark—antiquark pair off axis, but still in a plane. Results for the three dimensional case are not as
yet available; for the ideas we wish to illustrate, the planar case is sufficient.
The situation is illustrated in fig. 3.4. X and Y are in units of the lattice spacing. In this figure we also
show several of the possible shortest flux lines. There are, in total, (X+ Y)!/X!Y! such flux configura-
tions. The electric energy associated with any of these is
E0=’~—~(X+Y). (3.35)
To calculate the corrections due to the magnetic term we must use degenerate perturbation theory. The
perturbing Hamiltonian connects paths which differ by one plaquette, such as those marked (a) and (b)
in fig. 3.4. The matrix element of this perturbation is
—a—~—~. (3.36)
The paths have N = X + Y links. Each link is either horizontal to the right or vertical up. In order to
diagonalize the perturbing Hamiltonian, we make a correspondence between the paths and a gas of
fermions on N sites [3.7]. If link j is horizontal, we say site j is unoccupied; if link j is vertical then site j
contains a fermion. Introducing fermion creation and annihilation operators a, a1~,we can write the
perturbing Hamiltonian as
N-i
H1 = —a ~ [a~a1±,+ a~±1a1]. (3.37)
I ~
(b)
#~——~--.— Y
fbI (a)
-~ —(a)
q —
x —.~
Fig. 3.4. Minimum flux paths connecting an off axis quark pair. The magnetic term in the Hamiltonian connects paths (a) and (b).
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The total number of fermions is Y. This Hamiltonian is easily diagonalized. With the momentum modes
defined by
a(k)= ~ a~sin(kj)N~1 (3.38)
knir/N; n=1,...,N—1
the Hamiltonian becomes
H1 = —2a (cos k) a’(k) a(k). (3.39)
The ground state consists of a Fermi sea with Y levels filled
E1 = —2a ~ cos(irm/N). (3.40)
In the limit of large separation the energy of a quark—antiquark pair is
E = ~— (X + Y){1 — ~— sinE Yir/(X + Y)]~. (3.41)
We still have a confining potential, albeit angle dependent. As mentioned earlier, we hope that the
angular dependence will disappear when the calculation is taken to all orders and the continuum limit
approached.
Our primary interest is not in the energy, but in the fluctuations of the flux string. For the on axis
calculations this string did not deviate from the shortest path by more than a few lattice steps. For the
off axis case we find that already to first order the fluctuations can be as large as the string itself. For
subsequent discussions, we will be interested in the mean square deviation of the flux string from the
diagonal path. This will be a measure of how much the string flip-flops.
The distance a point on the string deviates from this diagonal is equal to the number of fermions to
the right of it minus the number to the left of it:
5(l) = ~ a’a1 — aa,,. (3.42)
In the ground state (5(1)) 0 but (8
2(l)) ~ 0. The evaluation of this quantity can be accomplished by
introducing particle-hole creation and annihilation operators:
b~(k)=a(k); nY
a(k)=a(k); n>Y (3.43)
The annihilation operator becomes
a
1 = ~ L~~1sin(2irnj/N) a(k)+ sin(2rrnj/N) b~(k)}. (3.44)
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Both the a and b operators annihilate the ground state. The evaluation of (52) is now straightforward.
We find that in the large N limit, with YIN fixed,
(52)~~~~ln N. (3.45)
The importance of this result will be presented in section 5. We find that the fluctuations diverge as the
separation increases. If this were true for the on axis situation, it would not become evident till at least
the In N order of perturbation theory.
What is the reason for these large fluctuations? Consider a quantized string under tension. It is an
elementary exercise to show that the transverse fluctuations near the center of the string behave as
(3,45) [3.8, 3.91. This is true for continuous strings. One of the lessons we have learned is that low order
perturbation calculations of an off axis quark configuration may be a better approximation to the
continuum than on axis ones. Translated to the language of Wilson loops, these results indicate that in
the continuum limit, the important surfaces bounding the Wilson loop will fluctuate more and more
from the minimal one as the size of the loop increases. This phenomenon has an analogue in the
statistical mechanics of spin systems, where it is referred to as surface roughening [3.10].
4. Renormalization group
It is tempting to be satisfied with the previous arguments and conclude that QCD confines quarks,
perhaps only for sufficiently large coupling constants. Two related points indicate that we must do more.
The strong coupling expansion on a lattice is very far from being Lorentz invariant. We must find a way
to extend the previous discussions to such an invariant a = 0 continuum limit. Second, in this limit, the
theory should go over to a perturbatively asymptotically free SU(3) gauge theory [1.11]. High energy
phenomenology favors this version of QCD [1.h4]. The standard perturbative limit of QCD does not
confine quarks, so we cannot compare the strong coupling lattice u (cf. eq. (2.14)) with a similar
perturbative expression. However, there are quantities which exist in both limits and whose properties
determine the answers to some of the points raised above. The renormalization group is the most
convenient framework for studying the connection between strong and weak coupling.
The basis of renormalization group arguments is the observation that, ultimately, the lattice
parameter a is an artifact. No physical quantities may depend on a, especially in the continuum limit of
small a. This limit cannot be taken naively as we would lose any scale setting parameter; all dimensional
quantities would be either zero or infinite. This is a common difficulty of all field theories with no
important intrinsic mass parameters. The problem is cured by various renormalization prescriptions.
These amount to taking some quantity that we hope has physical significance, and keeping it fixed as we
let a approach zero. All other physical results are expressed in terms of this quantity. One of the crucial
questions is whether the quantity that we keep fixed exists for all values of other parameters, as for
example, the coupling constant g. If not, then the theory exists in different phases with vastly differing
properties. For QCD to be both asymptotically free and confining it must exist in a single phase.
4.1. Confinement phase
In the strong coupling limit of lattice theories (cf. sections 3.2 and 3.3) the energy of separation of a
quark—antiquark pair is proportional to the separation distance with a universal tension if. Dimensional
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considerations lead us to the form
(4.1)
In the sections 3.2 and 3.3 the first two terms in the strong coupling expansion of f(g) were derived. The
dependence of if on a must be artificial and it should be possible to rescale the theory in such a way
that the explicit dependence on a in (4.1) is compensated by an implicit dependence of g on a.
Differentiating both sides with respect to a yields
0= a doida = —2if—/3(g)doidg
/3(g) = —a dg/da. (4.2)
/3(g) is the Gell-Mann—Low—Callan—Symanzik [4.1,4.2] function. It is thisfunction that is expected to have
both a strong coupling and a weak coupling limit. Rewriting (4.2), we obtain
/3(g)=_2if/~. (4.3)
A zero of /3 implies a zero of if (barring the situation where dif/dg = 0) and at such a point, for finite
g, if cannot be held fixed to define the continuum limit of the theory.
The first two orders in the strong coupling Hamiltonian and Lagrangian theories yield [3.2,3.4, 3.5]
14411
—/3(g)/g = ~1 —~-~—‘g~ (Hamiltonian)
= 2d(lng) {ln w(1 — 16w4)+ 4w4}; (Lagrangian). (4.4)
4.2. Perturbative gluon phase
In standard Feynman perturbation theory there is no linear term in the energy of separation of two
quarks. We cannot compare the if’s directly. We must find some other quantity to keep fixed as a and g
are varied. This yields a new /3(g) that we may try to compare to the one obtained in the strong
coupling limit. The usual renormalization prescription fixes the three point gluon function at some value
M of the external gluon masses, to gR(M). One can then vary g and a keeping gR(M) fixed and obtain
a /3(g). This procedure is valid if gR(M) is, even if only in principle, a measurable quantity. If
confinement holds, then our experience with lattice theories indicates that the vacuum is a unique,
gauge invariant state and gauge variant expectation values, as the three point function will not exist. We
will choose a variant of this prescription by calculating, in perturbation theory, the energy of a static
quark—antiquark pair at a distance R. The energy at some fixed distance R is measurable, whether
confinement holds or not, and can be the quantity held fixed. The first two terms in a perturbative
expansion of /3 are evaluated in appendix B and it is also shown that these terms are independent of
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renormalization prescription:
13(g)/g = —130g2—/31g4/3~,=hh/161T2 13i= 102/(16iT2)2. (4.5)
We can invert (4.2) combined with (4.5) to obtain
g2 = {—/3o ln(A 2a2) + ln[ln(A 2a2)~]+.. .}‘~ (4.6)
A is a normalizing mass. Once we pick a process and a renormalization prescription then such a
parametrization can be compared to experiment. Likewise, a knowledge of the finite parts of the
coupling constant renormalizations permits a comparison of calculations with different prescriptions. As
shown in appendix B, different prescriptions amount to a different choice of A.
The phenomenological value ofAto which we shall compare our calculations is the one defined by
the modified minimal subtraction (MS) procedure [1.14, 4.3]. Several analyses [4.4]determine
= (300—500) MeV. (4.7)
There is a possibility that higher twist operators [4.5], implying power law corrections to scaling laws,
could lower this value by up to a factor of two.
Can we relate these numbers to any other ones? If the theory continues to confine down to small g
then we may evaluate o. Integrating (4.3) with (4.5) as input we find
if = ~ (pog2)_$1I$lexp[_~.L~]. (4.8)
A2 is an, as yet undetermined, constant. Between (4.6) and (4.8) we can eliminate g and a and find
VoAA. (4.9)
Both A and A are renormalization scheme dependent. We hope that the product is independent.
Numerical determinations of A will be discussed in the next section.
4.3. Two scenarios
As was discussed earlier, the continuum limit is reached by letting a approach zero and varying g,
while keeping some physical quantity fixed. From the definition of /3(g), eq. (4.2), g will decrease until it
reaches a zero with negative slope of /3(g). Presumably the theory will be Lorentz invariant at this
point. We note that g = 0 is a zero of /3(g). The question is whether, as we decrease g from large values,
we encounter other zeroes. Two such scenarios are shown in fig. 4.1. The solid lines indicate the known
weak coupling and strong coupling (both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian) results. The dashed-dotted line
shows a possible confinement situation. The strong and weak coupling regions are in the same phase.
The second scenario corresponds to the dotted line in fig. 4.1. The strong couplings continuum region is
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Fig. 4.1. Two scenarios for the QCD renormalization group /3-function. The dashed curve refers to a nonconfining situation, while the
dashed.dotted curve to a confining one.
given by some finite value of g = g2, which has nothing to do with the asymptotic freedom region of
g <g1. Likewise the large distance limit of the asymptotically free theory corresponds to g = g1 while in
the strong coupling region g tends towards large values for increasing a. If the first interpretation is
valid we obtain confinement.
It is useful to restate these two scenarios directly in terms of the tension o(g). If confinement holds
we expect if to exist down to small g where it is given by eq. (4.8). If confinement does not hold, if
will go to zero at g = g2 and cease to exist for smaller g’s. At large g it is given by the coefficient of R in
eqs. (3.25) or (3.34).
If we can extend the calculation of if to small values of g and it matches (4.8) we will be able to
determine A and using (4.7) and (4.9) relate two known quantities.
4.4. Real space renormalization program
The renormalization group provides a scheme for directly computing the coupling constant as a
function of length scale. The advantages of this procedure are that it is not tied to a specific
renormalization prescription and in its approximate forms is less subject to numerical uncertainties
encountered in other schemes. The idea for this is based on the block-spin renormalization program
[4.6]used in statistical mechanics.
A group of lattice sites is blocked into a single site and new link variables connecting these enlarged
sites are introduced. The procedure is outlined in fig. 4.2. The new link variables are functions of the
original ones, the U’s. Formally this prescription may be expressed by a rewriting of eq. (3.26)
Z= f fldV1 fl dU1S[V, —f,[U]] ~ (4.10)
f,[U] is a function defining the new link variables. Referring to fig. 4.2 this function depends on the old
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‘i*
~II~
Fig. 4.2. A blocking of lattice sites and plaquettes into a new lattice. Dark lines indicate new links joining new sites made up of four old ones.
link variables in its vicinity. After integrating over the U’s we are left with a lattice with twice the lattice
spacing and 2~the number of link variables,
Z= ffldViexp{—Sesr[Vi]}. (4.11)
Sett is a new action in terms of the new variables. It will be more complicated in as much as it will
involve, in addition to the single plaquette terms, traces of loops surrounding two plaquettes, in a plane
and out of the plane, etc. As far as the physics of large distances is concerned, Seit[V] and S[U] should
have the same form with only a different coupling constant g as the lattice spacing changes from a to
2a. In this manner we can map out g(a) and establish whether the strong and weak coupling regions go
smoothly into each other.
In practice [4.7],a choice off is difficult due to the requirement that V be a unitary matrix as U was.
We will mention explicit calculations in the next section.
5. Numerical results
Two approximation schemes have been used to study lattice gauge theories. One is an extension to
higher orders of the strong coupling expansion presented in section 3, both for the Hamiltonian and
Lagrangian theories. In the second scheme, the world is restricted to a rather small lattice (10~lattice
points being the largest considered till now) and a Monte Carlo lattice path integration is performed. A
Monte Carlo integration can also be used to perform an approximate real space renormalization group
evolution as described in section 4.4.
Unfortunately, due to computer limitations, many of these calculations have been for an SU(2) rather
than an SU(3) theory. Qualitatively, we expect the same results for both theories. The major analytic
differences for these two theories are the analogs of (3.25) and (4.5). For SU(2)
E(R)=~~5R[~_x2+...]
22 1 — 136 1 (5.1)
= 316ir~’ ~ — 6 (16w2)2
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5.1. Strong coupling expansion
The strong coupling expansion with low order terms given in eqs. (3.25) and (3.34) has been carried
out to higher orders. We shall first discuss the Hamiltonian formulation. To sixth order [3.5] in x
(x = 21g2) the string tension is
CT = ~~[1_0.054x2_0.028x3_ 0.0095x4+0.0032x5—0.0018x6]. (5.2)
Using (4.3) we find
—/3(g) = 1 — 0.22x2 — 0.17x3 — 0.041x4 + 0.025x5 + 0.023x6. (5.3)
This series is plotted in fig. 5.1. We note that this series very quickly takes the strong coupling limit into
the perturbative region, and to this order almost matches it. Above this weak coupling—strong coupling
cross over point there is no hint of a zero in the /3 function and the confining scenario of fig. 4.1 is
reproduced. Two observations are in order. First, the strong coupling and perturbative approximations
come together in the small g region, where even the second order correction to /3 is small. In thisregion
the perturbative /3 function is independent of the way the coupling constant is defined (see appendix B).
The second point is of greater physical interest. The transition region between weak and strong coupling
extends over a very small range of g, say for 1 <g < 1.5. Using (4.6), this translates into a narrow range
of momenta for a running coupling constant g(q2). QCD changes very rapidly from a low momentum,
strong coupling, confining theory to a high momentum, perturbative regime. Such a trend is observed in
nature. Physics below 2 GeV is dominated by resonances which, presumably, are due to the strong
interquark potential. Above 2 GeV the scaling [1.12], parton [1.131,perturbative QCD region sets in;
there is no large energy band where neither or both descriptions are necessary.
The string tension is plotted in fig. 5.2. The strong coupling expansion does break off from the strong
limit and does show a tendency to approach the form suggested by (4.8). To each order, however, the
curve rather than matching it, is at best tangent to this prediction. Note, there is no indication of a zero
of if. To each order we can determine an A; from the third to the sixth, A ranges between 300 and 170.
1.0 -
0 8 - 6th order strong
coupling series
0.6 -
~ 0.4 - weak
0.2 - coupling
0.0 I
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 I.6 2.0
g
Fig. 5.1. Hamiltonian strong coupling /3.function for an SU(3) gauge theory. (From ref. [3.5].)
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Extrapolations to infinite order yield
A=70±15. (5.4)
From (4.9) and (2.15) we can determine ASL [cf. appendix B]
ASL= (6.4±1.3)MeV. (5.5)
With the aid of eqs. (B.21), (B.22) and (B.23) we find the corresponding [cf. Note added in proof]
A~j~=(67±15)MeV. (5.6)
This value is considerably smaller than the one of eq. (4.7). However, we have not included quark fields
in our calculations and these are expected to have a profound effect (see section 10.1), as is the inclusion
of higher twist operators [cf. discussion following (4.7)]. It is compatible with Monte Carlo results to be
discussed.
The strong coupling Euclidian formulation has been carried out to twelfth order in w [3.6].The first
two terms were given in (3.34),
—o-a
2 = ln w + 4w4+ 12w5 — lOw6 — 36w7+ 195.5w8 + h13.1w~+498.2w’°— 2548w~+ 4184w12.
(5.7)
~ I 0 -
6th 0.1
00’’ I I ii I I0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0.0 0.5 1.0 .5
2
Fig. 5.2. Hamiltonian strong coupling string tension for an SU(3)
theory. (From ref. [3.51.)For each order, the straight lines are best fits Fig. 5.3. Lagrangian strong coupling string tension for an SU(3)
to eq. (4.8). theory. (From ref. [3.61.)The short-long dashed line is a fit to eq. (4.8).
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The plot of this result is shown in fig. 5.3 and the inferred value of A is
A =55MeV, (5.8)
in agreement with (5.6).2
The /3 function is similar to that of fig. 5.1.
Taken at face value these results indicate strongly that QCD confines; several caveats are in order.
(i) The obvious question is whether the order of the expansions are sufficiently large to infer such a
result?
(ii) Is the discrepancy between A ~ calculated in this scheme, and the phenomenological value,
curable by the inclusion of light quarks?
(iii) The curves for the string tension do not really show a straight line perturbative region.
(iv) There are questions regarding the fluctuations of the string presented in section 3.5 and
discussed further in section 5.4.
5.2. Monte Carlo evaluations of the string tension
Recently, approximate evaluations of the lattice functional integrals, eq. (3.26), have been performed
using Monte Carlo integration techniques [5.2, 5.3, 5.4]. A finite N4 lattice system with periodicboundary conditions is set up. Practical limitations of even the fastest computers restrict N to be rather
small. Most reliable results were obtained for a theory based on SU(2) rather than SU(3). Qualitatively,
we expect theories based on either of these groups to behave in a similar way. If one confines, so should
the other. For SU(2), results are available for up to a iO~lattice [5.3],while for SU(3) [5.4] 6~was the
largest size, used with most results obtained on a 44 lattice2’. We will not go into the details of this
method; it is suited for evaluating averages, as for example the Wilson loop. The string tension, if, may
be determined in one of two ways. Let W[I, J] be the value of a Wilson ioop for a rectangle with sides
of I and J lattice separations. Evaluating this for several I, J’s, we may fit W[I, J] to
W[I, J] exp[—A + 2B(I + J) + CIJ]. (5.9)
A fit to C yields
= C/a2. (5.10)
In the second method, again based on (2.21), one defines
xi.’ ——1 fW[I,J]W[I—1,J—1] 511E’ 1 n~(,W[IJ_1]W[ _1J] . ( .
For large loops X —~ cra2. Results will be presented using both techniques. The limitations of the lattice
size limit the loops to 5x 5 for SU(2) and 3 x 3 for SU(3).
Results for SU(2) are shown in fig. 5.4. The strong coupling predictions are followed out to about
2The two loop corrections to the /3 function have not been properly taken into account.
2’ Calculations on 16~lattices exist for large, discrete. non-Abelian subgroups of SU(2). (G. Bhanot and C. Rebbi. CERN report TH2979 (1980).)
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g2 = 2 where the tension o~breaks and matches on to the form eq. (4.8). The slope provides the value ofA
Asu(
2) = 77 ±12. (5.12)
As this result is for an SU(2) theory we have no physical quantity to compare it to. We further note that
the break between string coupling and weak coupling is fairly sharp. The transition region in g
2 is very
limited. This is reminiscent of results found for SU(3) in the strong coupling expansion case, and will
serve as a guide for SU(3) Monte Carlo calculations.
The results for SU(3) are far less reliable than those for SU(2). However, assuming that the theories
based on these groups parallel each other, we may infer interesting results from the SU(3) calculations
depicted in fig. 5.5:
Asu(
3) = 200 ±60. (5.13)
The results in appendix B permit us to evaluate
A~=(7O±20)MeV. (5.14)
This value is compatible with (5.6) and (5.8). Its significance, as well as the significance of the sharp
break (more inferred from the SU(2) calculations, than from the less accurate SU(3) one), was discussed
in section 5.1.
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Fig. 5.4. Monte Carlo evaluation of the string tension for an SU(2) Fig. 5.5. Monte Carlo evaluation of the string tension for an SU(3)
theory. (From refs. [5.3, 5.4].) The lines are fits to the Lagrangian theory. (From ref. [5.4].)The lines are fits to the Lagrangian strong
strong coupling result and eq. (4.8). coupling result and eq. (4.8).
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What are the shortcomings of this approach?
(i) Is even a 10~lattice, not to mention a 44 one, sufficient to infer the behavior of the theory in the
large space-time limit?
(ii) Are the sizes of the Wilson loops large enough to distinguish area from perimeter laws?
(iii) Are these calculations sufficiently accurate, especially when ~A is large so that the value of the
Wilson loop is small? The statistical errors of the Monte Carlo calculations should be kept smaller than
the loop expectation value itself.
(iv) What are the effects of uncontrolled fluctuations of the surfaces spanning the Wilson loop? This
question is addressed in the next subsection.
A remark in support of these calculations (with a partial answer to the first two questions) is that
there is a consistency in that the relevant distances are small over a large range in coupling constants.
By relevant distance, in lattice spacings we understand (ua2)_t. This is the only distance available and
plays the role of the correlation length in statistical mechanical problems. Both for SU(2) and SU(3),
this distance is of the order of one lattice separation at the transition from strong to weak coupling.
Thus, small lattices and small loops may reveal the large structure. It is unlikely that we can believe
these calculations when this length becomes of the order of the lattice size. For SU(2) this would
correspond to ~a2— 0.1 while for SU(3) to much larger values of this parameter.
An attempt to avoid some of the difficulties discussed above is to give up the calculation of the string
tension and perform a real space renormalization group calculation as described in section 4.4. The
results should yield the coupling constant as a function of length scale directly. At present, the results
are very preliminary [4.7].A blocking algorithm has been devised for an SU(2) theory; it is not readily
extendible to SU(3).
5.3. String fluctuations-roughening
We noted in section 3.5 that the flux string connecting quarks off a lattice direction fluctuates
strongly, even in the lowest nontrivial order. The fluctuations in the middle of the string are of the order
of the logarithm of the interquark separation. For the situation where the quarks are located on axis,
such phenomena will not be seen in low orders of perturbation. For quark separation R/a, we would
have to go to an order ln(RIa) in x to see this effect. Does this imply some sort of singular behavior for
the on axis string tension which would impede a smooth continuation between strong and weak
coupling regimes? We shall present evidence that there is a changeover from narrow flux strings to
rapidly fluctuating ones at a finite g~.This is similar to the roughening transitions of the statistical
mechanics of spin systems and we borrow the language and say that the string becomes rough [3.10].
The definition of the transverse fluctuations is not unique. For the Hamiltonian theory a convenient
procedure is the following [3.5,3.7]. Consider the quarks separated along the z direction. A measure of
the transverse fluctuations is
ô = (E~r~)/(E~). (5.15)
E~measures the color electric field on links parallel to the unperturbed string at a transverse distance
r~= x2 + y2. A strong coupling series for the dimensionless quantity cr3 has been obtained [3.5].
Through order x91’2 the terms are positive and the tendency for the series to diverge can be tested by
looking for poles in Padé approximants. A consistent answer is obtained for the location of a pole at
XR~1.8.
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A Euclidian version of such calculations can be set up [3.8].Consider a large planar curve c and a
plaquette P parallel to the minimal surface spanning c and a transverse distance x1 from it. We may
define
E — 1 (W[c] U[P]) — (W[c]) (UfP]) 5 16(x)_2 (IV[c]) ( . )
as the quantity to insert onto eq. (5.15) for 3. Using this definition, a string coupling series was
developed for a theory based on SU(2) and again an indication of a roughening transition was found in
the neighborhood of the transition point.
Another calculation [3.9] addresses itself to the question of whether a given plaquette in the minimal
area of a Wilson ioop is spanned by the important surfaces contributing to W[c]. This is accomplished
by reversing the sign of the contribution of the selected plaquette to the action. Let
— (W[c] exp{—(2/g
2) Tr(U~+ U~)}) 517
Pw’ (WEd) (.
and
Po = (exp{—(2/g2) Tr(LT~+ U~)}). (5.18)
A roughening transition occurs when Pw = Po, i.e., when the surfaces spanning the Wilson loop fluctuate
so rapidly that it does not affect a specific plaquette. Again, calculations have been carried out for a
theory based on SU(2) and the results agree with the above.
What are the consequences of such a roughening transition? Some were discussed earlier, namely
that a strong coupling expansion for the string tension may run into a block as it approaches the weak
coupling region. It is unlikely that the string tension itself vanishes at that point. If the interpretation is
that this roughening transition predicts an onset of unbounded fluctuations, then the results of section
3.5 indicate that a calculation with the quarks totally off axis (in all dimensions) may bypass this
problem. Already in low orders the string is rough. The implications for the Monte Carlo calculations
are unclear. Large fluctuations of the surface spanning the Wilson ioops may invalidate finite lattice
results as these fluctuations may see the walls of the lattice. If these fluctuations are only logarithmic
then they may be sufficiently soft that even present results are valid. Work should be forthcoming
elucidating both points.
6. Improvements on perturbation theory
It is rather obvious that standard perturbation theory will not result in confinement. The quark—
antiquark potential is of the form
E(R)— _~i~.g2(R) (6.1)
with the zeroth and first order corrections to g2(R) given by eq. (B .4)
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g2(R)=g2[1+_i~2g2ln~+. .J. (6.2)
Higher order corrections contribute higher powers of logarithms and no finite order will result in a
linear growth of the energy. It would be interesting to find improvements on perturbation theory that
would yield confinement. First, it is an approach complementing the strong coupling one discussed
previously. Second, we would always work with a continuum, Lorentz invariant theory. Finally, because
of the previous point we could more readily develop a phenomenology, especially one involving light
quarks.
Two methods have been used to study QCD in the small g region with a view of determining
whether this theory does or does not confine. The first method involves perturbing the theory not only
about the vacuum built around the A = 0 solution, but likewise about nontrivial gauge transforms of this
potential. In a Lagrangian language this amounts to performing functional integrals around instantons
[6.1,6.2]. In the second method one sets up an approximate set of Dyson—Schwingerequations and tries to
solve them at large distances.
6.1. Instanton contributions to confinement
One way to view perturbation theory on a Hamiltonian, such as that of (2.5), is to search for a
classical minimum of the potential, the magnetic term in this case, and expand the Hamiltonian around
this minimum. To lowest order one has the familiar collection of harmonic oscillators. In the present
case the obvious minimum is for the vector potential A~= 0. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is
H = ~f d3x [:(E):2+ :(V x A)2:]. (6.3)
The ground state wave functional consists of Gaussian fluctuations around the minimum. Clearly, any
gauge transformation of A~= 0 will likewise be a minimum. The requirement that Gauss’ law, eq. (2.8),
be obeyed by the states of the theory eliminates most of this redundancy; namely, we do not have to
worry about minima which differ from A = 0 in finite regions of space. There are, however, classes of
vector potentials, even though gauge equivalent to A = 0 differ from it at a sufficiently large distance
that they have to be taken into account separately. The form of these potentials is discussed in appendix
C. These potentials may be labeled by a positive or negative integer v. The trivial A = 0 potential
belongs to the ii = 0 class. The Hamiltonian expanded around a potential of the vth class is
Ht~~= d3x [:(E)2:+ :(V x A — ig[A~”~,A])2:]. (6.4)
Denote by ri) the ground state of the harmonic oscillations around the rith minimum. Due to quantum
mechanical tunneling which connects states built around the different minima,
= ~ ~) (6.5)
has a lower expectation value of the Hamiltonian and, therefore, is a better candidate for the ground
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state of the full theory. To find the energy corresponding to It/i), we evaluate, for large T
e_FOT = _________ = ~ (vje”~1i0). (6.6)
The overlap matrix element (±1le~’i0)is proportional to the exponential of the action of a solution
connecting the ri = ±1 class to the ri = 0 class, or looking at (C.8), to exp[—8ir2/g2]. The quantum
mechanical zero point energy is very difficult to evaluate. The result is [6.3]
(±1Ie~TIO)= T I d3x ~ D(p)
~ p 67
D(p) = C[So(g(p))]6 exp — [So(g(.p))1.
The power of p in the above may be inferred from dimensional arguments. S
0(g(,p)) is the instanton
action, eq. (C.8), corrected for one loop renormalization effects. With the help of (4.6) we may rewrite
the action to this order as
So(g(,p))= —l1lnAp—~ln(lnAp). (6.8)
A and the constant C in (6.7) depend on the details of the renormalization scheme.
Equation (6.7) may be viewed as a tunneling amplitude between two minima of a potential.
However, tunneling can occur in a more complicated way by going back and forth, using instantons and
anti-instantons in such a way that we get between the desired minima in the interval T. We are
interested in the action of a configuration of several instantons and anti-instantons, and the Gaussian
fluctuations around them. Although the action of a configuration corresponding to only instantons or
anti-instantons is additive, the action involving both is more complicated. If the separation of an
instanton and anti-instanton is less than their sizes, p, then the difference in the action from a sum is
significant and difficult to handle. We shall, for the moment, ignore this point and later outline the
region where this approximation is expected to be valid. We will also mention an approximation taking
into account the above point.
With the above in mind, the overlap on the right hand side of (6.6) is taken to be
(vJe~~
TJ0)= ~ ~ [Jd3x ~ D(p)J= -~ [2T J d3x ~ D(p)]. (6.9)
yielding
e~°T= exp[2T J d3x ~ D(p)]. (6.10)
We see that the energy density of the ground state is lowered from the naive perturbative value by
—2f~D(p). (6.11)
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As mentioned earlier, this approximation presupposes that p <ix, where L~xis some average instanton
anti-instanton separation. To take this into consideration we shall cut-off the p integration at some
critical Pc. ~c may be estimated by requiring that the product of ~, the volume of an instanton, and the
Euclidian time during which it acts, is less than one. The precise assumption made in ref. [6.1]is
2 f ~D(p)~—p~< 1. (6.12)
Irrespective of many of the somewhat uncontrollable assumptions made along the way, we do have a
better candidate for the vacuum state than the perturbative one. Within the same spirit can we find the
energy of a static quark—antiquark pair separated by a distance R? To answer the question, we first
consider the instanton variational calculation for the lowest energy in the presence of a given static
external gauge field. Later we shall take the field to be the Coulomb gauge field due to the static quarks.
The idea of separating fields into an instanton and an external field makes sense only if the instanton
size is less than the distances over which the external field varies. In this case, we may define the
instanton to be a solution of the classical equations of motion approaching the external field at large
distances. In addition, if the external field is sufficiently weak the total action may be evaluated without
too much difficulty. It consists of the action of a pure instanton, eq. (C.8), the action of the external
field, ~T f d3x (FdI(t)2, and the interaction action. For an instanton located at x this term will be of theform
S
1~5(x)= ~F~’~(x) F~
t’~(x)~cir2p4 (6.13)
where c is of the order of unity. Detailed calculations [6.1, 6.2] give c = 2 and
S
1~5(x)= ~~~p2Raa ‘7a~wF~’~(x). (6.14)
An analogous expression, holds for the anti-instanton interaction with the external field. It is easy to
see that the analogue of (6.9) is
(vie ~iO) = ~ T” {[J d3x dR D(,p) exp{S1~t(x)}J
x[fd3x dR D(p)exp{~~t(x)}]exp{— ~ fd3x (F~a)2}}
= —ii fT f d3x dR D(,p)[exp{S
1~,(x)} + exp{1S~n,(x)}]~exp{_ -~ f d3x (PI~)2J. (6.15)
Thus, the energy of the lowest lying state consistent with a given external field is
E = -2 f d3x ~ D~)— f d3x dR D~)[exp{Sjn,(x)}+ exp{~~,(x)}-2] + ~J d3x (F~t)2. (6.16)
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The first term is the instanton correction to the vacuum energy, eq. (6.12); the last term is the energy of
the external field, while the middle term represents the external field-instanton interactions. We will
assume that the external field is weak and expand the exponential in the middle term to second order.
The first order term vanishes by the group integration. Using
J dR RaaR na =
(6.17)
7la5L~’fla’5~’V &~s~’3~’v~5s~,”&q~,
we obtain
E = Evac + —i---- I d3x (F~t)2
4~J
(6.18)
Pc
= ~- J ~ D(p) S(g(p)).
An approximate treatment [6.1, 6.2] of the instanton anti-instanton interactions modifies the relation of
/L toi
7
/Lfl+V1+?72. (6.19)
Equation (6.18) has a resemblance to the electrodynamics of dielectric media. This correspondence is
even stronger when we note the relation between ~ and external sources. In the case where ~ is
purely electric, we find, by varying (6.18) with respect to A0
V ~ = p~S.cc~ (6.20)
In the case that the external source consists of a quark—antiquark pair, the analogs of (6.1) and (6.2) are
E(R)=
with
g
2(R)= g2(R)j4g(p)] (6.21)
and ~ given by (6.19); g(R) is the coupling constant appropriate to the distance R. From g(R) we can
obtain the renormalization group function /3. Before we can compare /3 with other results, we must
discuss one further restriction. The treatment of the interaction of an instanton with the external field
presupposed instanton sizes smaller than the typical distance over which the external field varied.
Though larger instantons may contribute to the vacuum energy, it is plausible that they do not see the
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external field at all and do not effect (6.21). In ref. [6.11instanton sizes were integrated up p~with
~< pJR < 1. The other limit on ~c is (6.12) and these two limits set an upper bound on the separation
for which this discussion is valid; this in turn puts an upper limit on g. In practice, the upper limit for
which we may believe all those approximations is g <3. In fig. 6.1 we plot /3(g)/g [6.2] evaluated from
(6.21) superimposed on the perturbative and strong coupling approximation. The instanton con-
tributions rapidly take the perturbative result towards the strong coupling region without any hint of
additional zeroes, indicating that the confining phase and the perturbation phase are the same. The
significance of the sharpness of the rise was discussed previously in section 4~3
Following the strong coupling results ln g2(a)/a2 should, for large a, approach the string tension.Results (with a correct relation among the various A ‘s) for a theory based on the group SU(2) are
presented in fig. 6.2 [6.4].The relation between the lattice cut-off and string tension is in agreement with
strong coupling and Monte Carlo results, eq. (5.12), in that Vo- 70 A E.L.~
We close this discussion with an intuitive picture of how, in this approach, instantons are responsible
for confinement and include a critique of this technique. Equation (6.20) suggests that we define a color
displacement field
Da(x)=
(6.22)V . =
The energy stored in the color field is
E=~LfDaDad3x. (6.23)
As ~ becomes larger due to instanton effects, energy arguments would like D to decrease. D is,
however, constrained by Gauss’ law, eq. (6.22), tying it to the external sources; the flux of D through
any surface between a quark—antiquark pair is proportional to the quark color electric charge. The
configuration of minimum energy picks a tube of finite radius connecting the quarks and forces most of
the field into it; likewise it expels instantons from the inside of the tube. Inside the tube ~a 1 and
outside D -~0. The change in energy from that of the vacuum occurs in a region whose volume is
proportional to the interquark separation resulting in the normal confining potential. We shall return to
this picture of flux tubes later on. Even if this approach is correct, the details and approximations are
open to many questions.
1. Do other configurations besides instantons make a contribution to confinement?
2. Have instanton anti-instanton interactions been properly accounted for? Perhaps a correct
treatment of instanton—instanton interactions caused by Gaussian fluctuations around the multi-
instanton solutions [6.5]are as important as configurations with both instantons and anti-instantons.
3. Is the treatment of the size cut-off adequate?
6.2. Dyson—Schwinger equations
Earlier in this section we showed that confinement would not obtain in any finite order of
The results for the instanton corrected /3 function may have some uncertainties as the relations between lattice and continuum A’s used in this
calculation is not correct (cf. appendix B). It is not expected to have a large effect on /3 [6.4].
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Fig. 6.1. Instanton interpolation between weak and strong coupling. Fig. 6.2. lnstanton evaluation of the string tension. The dashed-dotted
(From ref. [6.2].) line is a continuation of the asymptotic freedom result. [D. Gross,
private communication.]
perturbation theory. Perhaps an appropriate summation of an infinite set of Feynman graphs could yield
confinement? The first question we ask is for what quantity we should set up these diagrams. Ideally, it
would be for the energy of two separated quark sources. We first show that this is approximately related
to the gluon propagator. It is well known that, in low orders of perturbation theory, an interparticle
potential is related to the propagator of an exchanged particle. We will establish this result, and obtain
its limitations, for non-Abelian theories. The difference in energies between a state with a static source
density p(x) coupled to a gauge field and the vacuum energy of a pure gauge field is obtained from
(Oiexp{—T(H + gJ d3xpa(i) A~(i))}IO)
Z[p, T] = (OIeTNIO) . (6.24)
For large T, this yields
— In Z[p, T] = E[O] (6.25)
with E[p] the sought after energy. Another interpretation of (6.24) is that this expression is the
generating functional for vacuum expectation values of products of the operator A
0 [2.2]. Specifically
In Z[p, T] = J d4x d4yp’~(x)~i~(x — y) p$(y) + (terms involving higher powers of p). (6.26)
~ioo is the time—time component of the full gauge field propagator. Due to the higher powers of the
density p appearing in (6.26), the energy of two separated sources cannot be expressed purely in terms
of an interparticle potential (plus self energy contribution). It is only if we neglect these terms that we
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obtain such a potential.4 For a quark and antiquark separated by a distance R, a combination of (6.25)
and (6.26) yields
E(R) = f ~i~(R, t) dt. (6.27)
Going over to momentum space
E(R) = (2)~fLIoo(k2) exp(—ikR) dk. (6.28)
The large distance behavior of the potential is determined from the behavior of the propagator near
k = 0. A singularity of the form k~ leads to
E(R)~.~~Ra_3. (6.29)
For a = 2 we obtain the usual Coulomb behavior. A linear growth of the interquark potential would
come about from a k4 infrared behavior of the propagator.
We may also understand why such a singular behavior will lead to confinement, as well as the
limitations of looking only at the propagator, by studying the behavior of the Wilson loop expectation
value. (Recall the discussion in section 2.4.) This matrix element can be expanded in terms of connected
n-point functions of the gauge potentials,
(Tr Pexp i ~CAdx) = Tr exp{_~~dx~’dx’zI~(x— y)+. .}, (6.30)
where the dots indicate contributions from n-point functions with n >2. If we keep only the propagator
part, then the small k singular structure of LI (k2) determines the behavior of (6.30). For a = 2,
LI — 1/(x — y)2 and the double integral in (6.30) is proportional to the circumference of the loop; for
a = 4, LI — ln lx — ~iand this term is proportional to the area. Within the limitations of keeping the two
point function contribution to the energy or Wilson loop, we see that a determination of the infrared
behavior of the propagator determines whether the theory confines or not.
Clearly, perturbation theory will not change the 1/k2 behavior to a 1/k4 one. Higher orders, at best,
increase the small k2 singularity structure by power log(k2). We shall address ourselves to the question
of whether a selective, but infinite set of perturbation diagrams could yield a 1/k4 behavior. The starting
point will be the Dyson—Schwinger equations for the propagator. We shall discuss, in turn, two
approaches [6.6, 6.7] to solving these equations. They yield similar results. The first one [6.6]will be
presented in greater detail as it is more involved. The axial gauge, ~ . A = 0, is used in ref. [6.6];in ref.
[6.7] a covariant one is used. The equation for the “inverse” propagator (refer to appendix D for the
definition of the inverse propagator and the reason for placing it in quotation marks) is shown
diagramatically in fig. 6.3. The algebraic form of this equation is (as ordered in fig. 6.3)
= i(q2g~ — q~q~)+ ~f (dp) ir°~A.(q, —r, —p)LIA~(r)LI A’~’(p)iF~(q,r, p)
_g2f (dp) [g~LI~(,p)—LI~,(p)]+ (last two diagrams). (6.31)
4A similar problem is encountered in appendix B.
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Fig. 6.3. Full Dyson—Schwinger equation for the gluon propagator. Shaded circles indicate full propagators and full vertices.
(dp) is shorthand for 3d4p1(2ir)4. 1°is the bare three point vertex and F is the full vertex. The last two
terms are not written out in full as, under certain simplifying assumptions, they do not contribute to the
resulting equations.
Equation (6.31) is not complete unless we specify the vertex F. The Ward identities (appendix D)
provide part of this vertex. They do not determine the transverse part, namely the one that vanishes
when any index is contracted with its momentum. Is the part of the vertex provided by the Ward
identities (the longitudinal part) sufficient for the determination of the infrared structure of the
propagator? In similar calculations in Abelian QED it is sufficient [6.8].This is due to the fact that as
far as the infrared on shell singularities are concerned, the longitudinal part carries all of these. For
example, the vertex of a spin 1/2 particle, has a part proportional to ‘y~,which is both determined by the
Ward identity and has all the infrared singularities; the other part of this vertex, namely the one
proportional to ~ vanishes in the infrared limit. In QCD this has been demonstrated only to the
one loop level [6.9]. Additionally, in QED it is the singular part of the vertex that drives the singular
parts of the propagator. To pursue this treatment for non-Abelian theories the same assumptions must
be made. Are these assumptions valid in QCD? QED is a weak coupling theory in the infrared and a
strong coupling one in the ultraviolet; QCD, if it confines, is just the opposite and such assumptions
may not hold.
To proceed further we would have to write out the most general form of the propagator in terms of
known spin terms and unknown scalar functions of q2. Then we would determine, through the Ward
identities, the longitudinal part of the vertex and solve the resulting coupled integral equations. To
simplify this discussion we shall make the ansatz that the singular part of the propagator is proportional
to the free propagator, with the latter given in (D.3),
~ — — iZ(q2) I — n~q~+j~q~+ ng
4L~qV (6 32)
,q,— q
2+ie ~ n q (n ~q)2 .
If Z(q2) -~-11q2, then according to the discussions in the beginning of this section, we will obtain
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confinement. Finite Z would yield a Coulomb like potential. This ansatz yields a simple form of the
“inverse” propagator
= iZ’ (q2)[q2g,~.,. — q~q~] (6.33)
and the Ward identity, eq. (D.8), can be solved for the longitudinal vertex [6.6,6.10]
FA~~(p,q, r)= —{gA~[Z’(p2)p~— Z’(q2)q~]
+[Z1(p2)— Zt(q2)][p qg~— q~p~~}(q—p)J(p2— q2)
+cyclic permutations of A, p., v}. (6.34)
Both the propagator, (6.32), and the vertex, (6.34), depend on one unknown scalar function Z(q2). We
insert these results into the integral equation, (6.31), to obtain an equation for this function. The spin
structure is simplified by contracting both sides with the vector n,,. We now see why this procedure
eliminates the last two diagrams of fig. 6.3. Both of these diagrams involve a bare four gluon vertex
coupling an external line to a full propagator. This vertex contains no derivatives; it consists of a sum of
terms as g,LvgA~,where the indices refer to the polarizations of the lines entering the vertex. Thus, upon
contracting the diagram with n,~,we always obtain expressions involving nALIAn; this expression vanishes.
This argument does not hold for the second diagram because the n,, can be contracted with some of the
momenta in the vertex; it does not hold for the tadpole diagram because the indices corresponding to
the outside lines can be contracted yielding a factor of n2.
Proceeding as outlined above, we obtain
q2(1 — l/y) Z’(q) = q2(1 — l/y) + g2 f (dk) K~.(k,k’, n)
~ Z(k’) Z(q) (q + k’)
0q~.+ Z(k)&.,,.
~Z(k2)—Z(2k’)(k . k’ t5,nr’ kcy ka’)~+c(y). (6.35)
In the above, k’ = q — k and
y = n2q21(n . q)2
— n (k — k’) n k’ A (0)(~\ A (~)n.-’
— ~ Au~J ~ Au’V~
c(y) = —f (dk) Z(k) (2 + y)/k2.
Gauge invariance requires that the q2 independent, quadratically divergent c(y) cancels a similar term
from the integral (this is the requirement that no mass terms appear in the gauge potential propagator).
Before proceeding with the solution we must renormalize this equation. Let us assume that we have
regularized this equation in such a way as to eliminate all quadratic divergences. We still must worry
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about the logarithmic ones. We can rewrite eq. (6.35)
= 1 + g2 f K(k, q, n)Z(k)(dk) + g2 Z1(q)f L(k, q, n) Z(k) Z(q — k)(dk). (6.37)
This equation still contains logarithmic divergences. Renormalizability of the underlying theory guaran-
tees that these can be eliminated by defining a renormalized ZR(q) and a renormalized coupling
constant g. ZR(q) is defined to be one at q
4. = M,., for some fixed ~.
Z(q) = ZR(q) Z(M). (6.38)
Defining a renormalized coupling constant
g~(M)= g2 Z(M) , (6.39)1 + g2 Z(M) f (dk) K(k, M, n) ZR(k)
which in view of (6.37) is also given by
g~(M)= g2 Z2(M) , (6.40)
1 — g2 Z2(M) f (dk)L(k, M, n) Z~(k)ZR(M — k)
we find an integral equation involving only finite quantities
Zp..(q) 1 + g~(M)J [K(k, q, n)— K(k, M, n)] Z~(k)(dk)
+ g~(M)f [L(k, q, n) ZR(q — k) — L(k, M, n) ZR(M — k)] ZR(k) (dk). (6.41)
g(q)
Let us first look at perturbation theory; it should be valid in the asymptotically free ultraviolet region.
We will not go into details, but the results are (combined with a renormalization group argument)
ZR(q)—* (1 + g~(M)ln(q2/M2)Iir2)’1116. (6.42)
The exact result is (eq. (6.2))
Z
9(q)—~(1 + 11g
2(M) ln(q2IM2)116ir2). (6.43)
To first order in g2 the results agree. We do not expect complete agreement as the neglect of the
transverse part of the vertices as well as our ansatz on the propagator was geared to the infrared. An
exact solution of eq. (6.41) is beyond our scope. An approximate solution based on a trial function with
adjustable parameters was obtained [6.7]. With confinement and eq. (6.42) in mind, the form chosen
was
ZR(M) = + (1 — A) g2(M2+p.~)(i + g2(~)In (6.44)
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A, ,.i2/M and p.3/M are variational parameters. Solutions with input and output ZR(q) matching closely
for 0<q
2<2.5 and independent of y to 5% are shown in fig. 6.4 [6.11],A~0 indicates an infrared
singularity implying confinement.
A comparison with previous results can be made through the f3-function. We use eq. (6.39) to
re-express the finite coupling constant g2(q) at some arbitrary point as a function of the equally finite
constant at a fixed value q2 = M2,
g~(q)= g~(M)ZR(q)~f (dk) [K(k, q, n)— K(k, M, n)] ZR(k). (6.45)
From this we obtain 13(q) = —q ôg/8q. Results based on the approximate solution, eq. (6.44), are shown
in fig. 6.5. Qualitatively, they are the same as comparable functions based on the strong coupling
expansion, fig. 5.1. The transition from strong to weak coupling is not as rapid and it occurs for
somewhat higher values of g. This may be due in part to the inadequacy of this treatment at small g, as
shown in (6.42) and (6.43). Differences in definitions of the coupling constant make it difficult to give
precise comparisons between the various approaches.
The second study [6.7] of the Dyson—Schwinger equations makes further simplifying assumptions.
Comparing (6.32) and (6.34) we note that corrections to the three gluon vertex are partially cancelled by
corrections to the propagator. This is true for the supposedly singular parts of the corrections. Assuming
complete cancellation, the first two terms of fig. 6.3 reduce to those depicted in fig. 6.6. Neglecting four
gluon couplings (the tadpole diagram is removed by mass renormalization) and Fadeev—Popov ghosts
[2.2](we work in a covariant Landau gauge) the new version of eq. (6.31) is
= i(q2g,~~— q,
4q~)+ ~f (dp) iF°(q,—r, —p) /iAg(r) LI ~ iF~,~’(q,r, p). (6.46)
I I 1
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Fig. 6.4. Approximate solution of the Dyson—Schwinger equations. The two curves are for different values of the gauge parameter y = n2q21(n - q)2.
[J.Ball, pnvate communication,]
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Fig. 6.5. Renormahization group /3-function from the solution of the approximate Dyson—Schwinger equation. (From ref. [6.61.)
In the Landau gauge the propagator is
7( 2\
A ( \__‘‘~~q.....Lr — j 2
~ ~ qMqVIq
with ir,,~as in (6.33). Eq. (6.46) provides the desired equation for Z:
Z(q2) = [i — K(q2, k2) Z(k2) dk2]. (6.48)
K(q2, k2) is a known kinematic function. This equation has been solved numerically with an ansatz
similar to (6.44) and again yields a non-zero value for A, implying confinement.
What are the shortcomings of these approaches?
1. Is a calculation of the gluon propagator meaningful? In a confining theory it does not exist as it is
not gauge invariant.
2. How important in determining the interquark potential are the other terms of eq. (6.26) or (6.30)?
This question is addressed in ref. [6.7].
3. How valid are the various truncations of the Dyson—Schwinger equations? Does that part of the
vertex determined by the Ward identities drive the infrared singularities of the propagator?
In spite of points 1 and 2 above, it is possible that the /3 function calculated in this approach may be a
=
[—Y +
Fig. 6.6. Dyson—Schwinger equation assuming a full cancellation of the singular parts of the vertex and propagator.
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correct one based on some renormalization scheme. The absence of zeroes between strong and weak
couplings would indicate confinement.
7. Electric-magnetic duality and the phases of QCD
The approximate results discussed in the earlier sections indicate that the perturbative, small
coupling constant regime, and the large coupling one are in the same phase. As the strong coupling
phase does confine and if we take the previous results seriously, then QCD is a theory with permanent
quark confinenient. However, all the previous results are approximate and for several of the ap-
proximations are hard, if not impossible, to improve upon. Certainly, it would be desirable to have
nonapproximate results. To date such arguments have not been able to determine whether QCD does
or does not confine. They have been able to illuminate the possible phases of QCD. These techniques
also isolate which features of non-Abelian theories may be responsible for confinement. Some limited
numerical work has been done based on arguments to be presented.
The inspiration for these studies comes from statistical mechanics. The technique we wish to borrow
from that area is the Kramers—Wannier [7.1] duality transformation. In statistical mechanics this
transformation relates high and low temperature phases of a theory. In our case, such a transformation,
if it exists, would relate strong and weak coupling regimes. In the strong coupling region confinement
comes about easily, while in the perturbative one Lorentz invariance is manifest. The advantage of such
transformations is that we could transform a theory with one set of known properties into a domain
where the other ones could be studied with relative ease.
It is straightforward to implement such transformations in the case of Abelian theories. For
non-Abelian theories, even non-gauge ones, there is no simple generalization of such duality trans-
formations. An inspection of the QCD Hamiltonian, eq. (3.2), shows that a transformation of g *-~ g1involves a transformation of E ~ B. The ideal situation would have been had it been possible to find a
potential A’ dual to the usual vector potential A such that the relations of the electric and magnetic
fields to A’ were the opposite of those to A. An attempt along this line has been made [7.2].We shall
present a different approach due to ‘t Hooft [7.3].Not only do we find the possible phases of QCD but
also the features necessary for confinement.
As mentioned earlier, a duality transformation involves an interchange of electric and magnetic
gauge fields. We do not expect an eigenstate of the QCD Hamiltonian, or more specifically the vacuum
eigenstate to have definite values for such field variables. In non-Abelian theories operators for
magnetic and electric fields are not even gauge invariant. In Abelian theories we might hope to classify
states by the amount of electric or magnetic flux they possess. For non-Abelian theories, even this will
turn out to be subtle.
If space is unconstrained no directions are preferred and we do not expect flux through some
arbitrary surface to be relevant. For this discussion it is Convenient to constrain the world to a box with
dimensions a
1, a2, a3 and at the end study the thermodynamic limit a, -~ oc. We may then discuss the
fluxes along these preferred directions. A flux tube can be prevented from wandering from one
direction to another by giving the system the geometry of a torus, namely identifying opposite sides.
What this implies for the gauge potentials will be discussed further on.
What relevance does this have for confinement? Let us consider a quark and antiquark separated by
a large distance along the three direction. Gauss’ law forces us to have a definite amount of electric flux
along this direction. We then ask what is the energy of a configuration with a certain amount of flux in
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this direction. In a perturbative or nonconfining regime the flux spreads out in the transverse directions
and the energy behaves as a31a1a2. In the a —* ~ limit it goes to zero, If confinement holds we expect
the electric flux to be concentrated into tubes of fixed transverse size and the energy to behave as a3.
Thus the behavior of a configuration with a definite amount of electric flux determines whether a theory
does or does not confine.
7.1. Definition of magnetic flux
It is a standard exercise of classical electrodynamics to find the vector potential outside a magnetized
infinite cylinder. We assume the magnetization is uniform and the total flux through any surface in cP.
For a cylinder stretching along the 3 direction the answer is A3 = 0 and the transverse components, in
cylindrical coordinates are
A1=-~-~. (7.1)2ir p
As expected A is a pure gauge
A=~-Vç. (7.2)
The “gauge function” (ePço/2ir) is not single valued. The jump in this function in going around a
magnetized cylinder is just eP. If charged fields are present and we want this potential to have no effect
on them (no Bohm—Aharanov effect) we require that the gauge transformation be single valued, or that
= 2imje. Of course this potential satisfies the usual definition of magnetic flux
= J H . ds = A ‘dl. (7.3)
The form of A in eq. (7.2) is not convenient for the periodic geometry we have in mind.
For a rectangular area —a1/2 < x <a1/2, —a2/2 < y <a2/2 the field outside some flux can equally be a
pure gauge generated by the nonsingle valued function
A(x y)=-~-arcsin(~’~. (7.4)2ir ~a2i
A is continuous as we go around the boundary of the rectangle and has a jump discontinuity at x = a1/2,
y = 0. The potential generated by (7.4) is periodic in the y direction and changes sign between
x = —a1/2 and x = a1/2. In what sense do we have periodicity?
A(a1/2, y) = A(—a1/2, y) + V(2A). (7.5)
The corresponding transformation on a charged field is exp(2ieA). Requiring this gauge transformation
to be single valued places the same restriction on cP as discussed earlier.
Such arguments may be carried over to the non-Abelian case. We will consider not only truly
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periodic potentials, but also potentials which are periodic up to gauge transformations
A(a1/2, y) = D1(y) A(—a1/2, y)
12
1(y) + (i/g) Qt(,y) VD1(y) (7 6)
A(x, a2/2) = i2~(x)A(x, —a2/2) 112(x) + (i/g) f1~(x)V112(x).
A further gauge transformation can bring f12 to unity and we then have a situation analogous to (7.5).
Single valuedness would require ~1~(—a2/2) = ~1(a2/2). This is too restrictive [7.5]. As long as there are
no nonzero triality fields present (no dynamical quarks) then it is sufficient to demand that
111(a2/2)= 111(—a2/2)z (7.7)
with z E Z3 the center of the group. The center of SU(3) consists of elements of the form
z = exp 2ir imQ
1 (_~ (7.8)
-1 2)
If we do not insist that 112 is the identity transformation, then (7.7) generalizes to
f1~(a2/2)[22(—a1/2)= 02(a1i2) [l1(—a~/2)z. (7.9)
The non-Abelian versions of (7.2) and (7.4) are
S(x, y) = exp[imçQ] (7.lOa)
S(x, y) = exp[im arcsin(2y/a2)Q]. (7.lOb)
Applying either of the above transformations increases the “magnetic flux” by m units (modulo N) in
the three direction. This discussion may be extended to other planes and “twisted” periodic [7~6]gauge
potentials can be classified by three numbers rn.
5 This definition of flux in the non-Abelian case is quite
different from the Abelian one. There is no analogue of (7.3).
A quantum mechanical state having a prescribed amount of magnetic flux m is described by a wave
functional ç1i,~(A) which vanishes for A(x) not carrying rn units of flux.
7.2. Definition of electricflux
We again appeal to an analogy with Abelian theories in order to define electric flux. In such a theory
the commutation relations analogous to eq. (2.7) are
[E
1(x),A1(,y)] = —i5~3(x — y). (7.11)
5The classification of gauge potentials into various magnetic flux classes is not unique. Namely, a given A,, with periodic boundary conditions
may belong to classes with different rn’s. For example, the trivial configuration A,, = 0 belongs to classes with all rn’s. There exist nontrivial
potentials that also exhibit ambiguity. It is conjectured that such nonclassifiable potentials form a set of functional measure zero.
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For the moment we consider a situation where some electric flux is confined to a thin tube of area a
following some curve C (not necessarily closed). Let C be parametrized by x~(r).The operator
determining the amount of flux along C is
dx / dxFE(x)=aE~—/ ~— . (7.12)
A state, described by q(A), is said to have a certain flux along C if it is an eigenstate of FE. It is easy to
see that the operator
~~=expigfA.dl (7.13)
creates a unit of flux along C. This follows from the commutation relations (7.11)
FE(x)~C~fr(A)=~CFE1(!(A)+g~C~JJ(A). (7.14)
This concept may be generalized to non-Abelian theories by defining the creation operator for a unit
of electric flux (in units of g) along the 3 direction to be
~3P expigfA’dl. (7.15)
A is now the non-Abelian vector potential. C is any curve connecting x3 = —a3/2 and x3 = a3/2 (a3 is the
extent of our box world in the three direction). Although C could have any shape we shall in the future
take it to be a straight line going along the 3 direction. Its location in the 1—2 plane is arbitrary. Given a
state with no electric flux, tfro(A), ~ acting on it creates a unit of flux in the 3 direction
= çfre3(A). (7.16)
We may generalize to any of the other two directions to define ~fre(A).There is another way of looking
at states with electric flux which clarifies how to choose i~’oand places restrictions on the integers ea.
Consider a gauge transformation gk such that it is unity on the x3 = —a3/2 plane and belongs to the
center for x3 = a3/2. On that plane g~,= exp(2ir ik3)/3. It is easy to see that under such gauge
transformations
gk3~’3(c)g~ = exp(2ir ik3/3) ~‘3(c) (7.17)
and thus
gkllIe3(A) = exp(2n- ~ (7.18)
We choose ~fr0(A)to be invariant under the transformations g~and thus
ga~fre(A)= exp(27r ik . e/3) ti’e(A). (7.19)
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Thus we see that we can distinguish the integers e,. only within module 3 classes. We will also need
eigenstates of ~ (c). These are superpositions of the 4!le,
~/i(k;A) = ~ exp(2w ik e/3)~fr~(A) (7.20a)
~‘a(c)~(k; A) = exp(2ir ikJ3) i/’(k; A) (7.20b)
g, çle(k; A) = ~fr(k+ 1; A). (7.20c)
7.3. Energy of configurations with specified electric and magnetic flux
We may now combine the ideas of the previous two sections and define states with both electric and
magnetic flux. A state with magnetic flux vector m and electric flux vector e is denoted by cfre;m(A). We
also define states analogous to those of (7.20)
cbm(k; A) = \/2~ exp(—2ir ie k/3) cli,;m(A). (7.21)
The energy of this configuration may be determined by studying
exp[—/3F(e, m; a, /3)] = ~ (cb~’;m(A),e~’~pe;m(A)). (7.22)
H is the QCD Hamiltonian; /3 is a Euclidian time (we use /3 to draw out the analogy with statistical
mechanics); aa is the length of our box world in the a direction. The summation on the right hand side
is over all states consistent with the specified electric and magnetic flux configurations. In the large /3
limit F approaches the energy of the ground state subject to the given electric and magnetic fluxes. (In
order to prevent double counting a resolution of the questions raised in footnote 4 must be made.)
Define
W(k, k’; m; ~, 13) = ~ cfrm(k’; A) e”~”ifrm(k;A) (7.23)
then
exp(—$F) = exp{2ir i(k — k’)’ e/3} W(k, k’; .. .). (7.24)
We can sum over k, k’ keeping q = k — k’ fixed and let
W(q;m;a,f3)=~ W(q+k,k;m;a,/3).
(It is also true that (W(k, k’;. . .)) depends only on the difference k — k’.) Repeating (7.22) we obtain
exp— [13F(e,rn; a, /3)1 = ~ exp(2rr iq e/3) (W(q, rn; a, /3)). (7.25)
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What is the purpose of introducing the functions W? It turns out that they have properties that can be
easily carried over from the electric to the magnetic case.
The W’s have a functional integral representation similar to the standard vacuum amplitudes.
Equations (7.6) and (7.20) provide the necessary modifications
m; a, /3)) f [dA]qm exp[_f L d4x]. (7.26)
The x integration is restricted to the previously described box of lengths a, in the three directions, and
to /3 in the t direction. The notation [dA]q;m implies that the functional integration is restricted to
potential configurations satisfying twisted periodic boundary conditions. The magnetic flux restriction
forces the potentials to obey periodicities in the i—j plane as given in (7.9) and those in the t—i plane
given by q1. The latter follows from (7.23) and (7.20c). All these results may be summarized in a four
dimensional notation (cf. (7.6))
A(. ~‘. .) = 117A(.. - ~. .)fl~+ -~ QtVQI, (7.27)
with the dots denoting the other threevariables; 11, is likewise afunction of these threevariables. Following
(7.9) we define n0 by
.~.. ~ . ._~. . .)j~(. . .~. . .)g~(.. ._~. ..)exp[2irinQ] (7.28)
This translates into the following relations to the magnetic and electric fluxes
= 0kmk (i,j = 1,2,3) (7.29)
n~,= q.
7.4. Duality
We are familiar with the fact that Lorentz transformations mix up electric and magnetic fields. The only
remanent of Lorentz or really Euclidian invariance we have is 90°rotations. Consider the transformation
which changes the unit vectors, ~, along our four dimensional box as follows
Xt~~*X2, X2~~’Xt
(7.30)
x3-.+—xt, x~—.*x3.
Closed curves in the ij planes also change
C23+-*C15, C13~-s’C2, (731)
C12 ‘~—~C12, C2, ~ C13.
If we denote the first two components of a three vector k by !Z and this two vector with its
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components interchanged by E we find that in W(q, m; a, /3)
(a, a3, /3) ~ (a,/3, a3)
in~-~4 (7.32)
m3 ~ m3
q3 .+ q3,
and thus, using (7.29)
W(4, q3, in, m3 a, a3, /3) = W(in, q3, A~,m3 a, /3, a3), (7.33)
and
exp[—/3F(ë, e3, in, m3 a, a3, /3)J = ~exp{~-~[4e — in . !]} exp[—a3F(! e3, 4, m5 a, ~, a3)].
(7.34)
Equation (7.34) is the basis for the electric-magnetic duality. It relates configurations with electric and
magnetic fluxes, in some directions, interchanged. It is exact.
7.5. Flux energies
As the third components do not play a role in this discussion let us set e3 = m3 = 0. If no massless
particles are present large volume and /3 limits are approached exponentially. Let a~,/3 —~ cc• Not all F
can approach zero. If they did, then the right hand side of (7.34) would approach 5(e) S(in), implying
that only F(0, 0; a, a3/3) is zero. Consistency with (7.34) demands that 9 of the 81 possible flux
combinations yield vanishing~F’s; these are referred to as light fluxes. Cancellation of the imaginary
terms requires that if (it, in1) and (e2, in2) are light fluxes then
in2= ê2~in~ (mod 3). (7.35)
As W(4, in; a, 13) is a sum of diagonal matrix elements of positive operators, exp — /3H, it itself is
positive. Equation (7.24) implies that if some (e, in) is a light flux, then some of the W(q, in; a, $) are
nonzero and in turn exp[—/3F(0, in; a, /3)] is nonzero implying that (0, in) is a light flux. If (ë~in) is a
light flux, (7.35) implies that é in = 0. Let us consider ë and in both in the 1 direction. We then have
é~in1= 0 which implies that either e1 or m1 = 0.6 This, plus invariance under the interchange of 1 and 2
and the requirement that there are 9 light fluxes leads us to the solution that either all electric or all
magnetic fluxes are light. All other flux combinations lead to infinite F’s. These are referred to as heavy
fluxes.
How do we expect the F’s for these situations to behave? In Abelian theories a flux in the 1 direction
is created by fields that spread out in the 2 and 3 directions and the energy of such a configuration is
E F Ca1/a2a3. (7.36)
6Had we been dealing with SU(4) then fore = rn = 2. ~ith
1 = 0 (mod 4) and we would obtain more solutions of (7.35).
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As the box size increases F tends to zero. For the heavy fluxes we do not have a rigorous argument for
how their energy behaves, but our intuition tells us that the flux will be confined to a long tube with a
finite, fixed thickness. For a heavy flux in the one direction
E=F—oa1. (7.37)
if will turn out to be the string tension discussed in previous sections. With assumption (7.37) it will be
possible to obtain the energies of configurations with light fluxes. We need, however one more
assumption, namely that whichever fluxes, electric or magnetic are light or heavy we have
F(e, rn; a, 13) a.f3.-. Fe~ a, 13) + Fm(m; a, /3). (7.38)
This is a reasonable assumption; it is true for Abelian theories and if the heavy fluxes occupy a
negligible portion of space while the light ones fill up all of it, the interference between them is
negligible even for non-Abelian situations.
With the arguments presented thus far, we have no way of telling whether it is the electric or
magnetic fluxes that are heavy or light. For the present discussion let us assume that it is the electric
fluxes that are heavy — this corresponds to a confining situation. The role of electric and magnetic fluxes
is interchangeable. We first wish to evaluate Fe(e; a, /3). We have made the assumption, eq. (7.37) that a
single flux tube in direction i has energy on,. The summation over states carrying a fixed electric flux
includes a summation over the number of such fundamental tubes as well as their positions. A flux tube,
in say the one direction, will contribute
= Aa2a3 exp(—/3crai) (7.39)
to exp(—/3F~).The exponent is, due to (7.37), just the factor exp(—$H); a2a3 comes from the summation
over positions of this tube; A is an undetermined coefficient reflecting the normalization of these
wavefunctions. Summing over a number of such tubes in both the 1 and 2 direction, we find
exp[—/3F~(e; a, /3)+ c(a, /3)1
= ~ (n~)!(nn~)!(n~)!yflt~y~~251(~ — n~— e1) 53(n~— n~— e2). (7.40)
The summation is over fluxes carrying one unit up or down the ath direction. Flux tubes carrying n> 1
units of flux contribute exp(—/3n
2ua), and can be neglected compared to n = 1; flux tubes along
diagonals, i.e., é = (1, 1) contribute exp —f3o’\/a~+ a~and are less important than the ones retained.
Using the definition
5
3(n)= exp(—2~rinki3), (7.41)
we obtain
exp{—/3(Fe + c)} = ~ exp{21r ilZ’ é/3 + ~ 2y,. cos ~ (7.42)
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c will be determined from the requirement that Fe(0; a, j3) = 0. Note that for e 0 F~(e,a)-+ ~ as
expected. (7.12) is in a form where we can easily apply the duality relation (7.36) to find
exp{—a~sFm(th,0; a, f3a3)} exp[~ 2y~~(cos2irina — i)J. (7.43)
We have incorporated the requirement that Fm(0; a) = 0, and obtain
Em(m; a) = 2A (i — cos 21Trn~) exp[—ue~~a0a~]. (7.44)
The energy of a configuration with one unit of flux in the one direction is proportional to
a1 exp(—o-a2a3) and thus vanishes as the box is extended in all directions. We find the result that if the
electric fluxes are heavy, then in the thermodynamic limit there are no restrictions on the amount of
magnetic flux the ground state of the system may contain. Had we chosen the magnetic fluxes to be
heavy, then this statement could be made about the electric properties of the ground state.
Why do we refer to the situation with heavy electric fluxes as the confining phase? A state with one
unit of flux can be created by placing a quark and antiquark at opposite walls of our box. The energy
would be as given in (7.37) which is the familiar linear potential discussed previously. What are the
characteristics of a phase where the magnetic fluxes are heavy? In analogy with the above, magnetic
charges would be confined; electric sources could move apart as much as one wished, as their energy of
separation would rapidly go to zero as indicated by (7.44), with electric and magnetic indices inter-
changed. Only short range interactions remain indicating that the gauge potentials become massive.
This is a signal that a Higgs mechanism [2.2] took over, and this phase is referred to as a Higgs phase.
Are other phases possible? Yes, if massless particles are present and some of the previous
interchanges of limits are not valid. This new phase partly resembles QED in that massless real gluons
would exist as physical particles. This phase could be the perturbative one or one with a partial Higgs
mechanism operating, and one or several U(1) subgroups remaining unbroken and their gauge fields
turning into real states. In both these cases the ground state of the theory would be a superposition of
states with various amount of electric and magnetic flux.
7.6. Applications
Can these considerations be put to use to help us resolve the central question as to whether QCD is a
confining theory? A strong coupling constant expansion [7.7]of the vortex energies very similar to the
expansion for the string tension discussed in sections 3 and 4 has been carri~dout. The results are
consistent with the confining nature of QCD. An interesting numerical evaluation of Fm has been
performed by a Monte Carlo integration similar to that presented in section 4. In this work the periodic
world was discretized into a lattice. The calculations were limited to lattices of size 54, Again, due to
numerical complications, the calculations were performed for an SU(2) rather than an SU(3) theory. For
a d
4 lattice the quantity evaluated was
~t(g, d) = ~d[Fm(0; d, d) Fm(1
3 d, d)], (7.45)
13 denotes a unit of magnetic flux in the 3 direction. From previous arguments, ~ (g, d) should, for a
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confining theory, approach zero as d increases. For large g the theory does confine and thus we expect
~L to approach zero. This is true even for finite d. For g = ~, dFm(m; d, d) is the entropy of the system
with a restriction on the boundary conditions of the toroidal world. The total number of configurations
is independent of these boundary conditions, thus
(7.46)
and we can restrict ourselves to an evaluation of 3/.Lit9g. It turns out that it is simpler to evaluate the
latter by Monte Carlo techniques. The results are presented in fig. 7.1. Figure 7.1(a) shows the results of
the Monte Carlo calculations on 34, 44 and 54 lattices together with smooth curves through the data.
These curves are based on theoretical prejudice [7.9] and are replotted in fig. 7.1(b). As the number of
3 . ..,.:. 34 lattice
.~7:1.
‘2~O
4 lattice
2.1
3 54 lattice
“ ‘2!O
(a)
—— 34 lattice3 - ~ 44 lattice
/ ‘~!\ ~. 54 lattice
2~ ,‘ ~\/ ~\
—g 8j.t ,
2 ag I - J ,
I I .~1 ..‘i.”i I I
2.0 2.0 3.0
hg2(b)
Fig. 7.1. Monte Carlo calculation of the derivative of the free energy diflerences between configurations with one unit and no units of magnetic flux
(a); theoretical fits to the same quantity for various lattice sizes (b).
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lattice points increases the region where I9~/8gis small (possibly zero) extends towards smaller values of
g. Should this pattern persist then o~/ag would vanish in the thermodynamic limit, and as a
consequence of (7.46) so would ~ itself.
A variational approach consistent with the previous discussions, even though predating it, was
Mandelstam’s trial vacuum [7.10] consisting of a gas of magnetic monopoles. As we saw in a confining
phase electric flux is squeezed into thin tubes. In an ordinary superconductor the opposite phenomenon
takes place — magnetic fields are squeezed into vortices (the Meisner effect). In a superconductor it is the
free electric charges that form a solenoid around any magnetic flux and keep it from spreading in the
transverse direction. Thus we expect that if electric flux is trapped into vortices then there must be a
solenoidal current of magnetic monopoles doing this confining. Q.C.D. does have such monopoles,
namely the Wu—Yang [7.11] solutions of the static Q.C.D. equations. A vacuum build up of a
superconducting gas of such monopoles does have a lower energy than the perturbative one. We do not,
however know whether it is the “best” vacuum state, and the renormalization difficulties are severe
enough to prevent a systematic improvement on this trial state.
Another thing we have learned from these considerations is what topological structures are necessary
to obtain confinement. By this we mean the configurations in a functional integral formulation of QCD
that will result in an area law for the Wilson loop. We have no guarantee that these configurations
actually saturate the functional integral. The configurations we have in mind are gauge equivalent to
A,. = 0 almost everywhere. Due to certain nonsingle valuedness they do contribute to the Wilson loop,
C. We assume that these discontinuities act at isolated points along C. By continuity these points belong
to a three dimensional volume bounded by some two dimensional closed surface. There are some, as yet
unspecified, currents on these surfaces that generate the potentials A,.. A prototype expression is
A,.(x) = ~ [(x ~ (7.47)
The integration is over a closed two dimensional surface, s, whose infinitesimal area element is denoted
by dsA0,; Q is the generator of the center of the group, i.e. exp 2ir iQ E Z3. An elementary calculation
yields
g A ‘dx = 2rrQW[C, s] (7.48)
where W[C, si counts the number of times the curve C winds around the surface s. [(7.45) is a
generalization to four dimensions of Gauss’ formula for the winding number of two curves in three
dimensions.] The contribution to the Wilson loop of this configuration is
~~-~exp{i ~ A ‘dx] = exp{~~W[C, s]}. (7.49)
A winding number 1 (mod 3) is obtained if the surface s and any surface with C as a boundary intersect
once. As the size of the curve C increases, “small” surfaces s will do this only if they are located near
the periphery C itself. Configurations whose A,. is generated by such “small” surfaces will contribute
terms vanishing as an exponential of the circumference of C. In order to obtain the desired area law
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surfaces whose size is of the same magnitude as C must contribute [7.12]. Do we expect such large
surfaces to be important? The field strength tensor corresponding to (7.45) is
F,.~(x)= Qe,.~f 5~(x— y) ds~~,/g. (7.50)
If we thicken the surface, i.e. renormalize the theory, then the action of this configuration is
Tr f F,.~F,.rd4x -~S/g2. (7.51)
S is the area of the surface. A priori it might appear that large surfaces are suppressed; this suppression
might be compensated by the number of surfaces of a given area, namely the entropy of the
configurations. We expect the entropy to be at best proportional to S itself and therefore for g
sufficiently large, large surfaces are favored and an area law will result. Actually the entropy of free
surfaces may grow faster than S (see discussion at the end of section 8.2) and restrictions as to
self-intersections may have to be imposed. With such restrictions in force we do not possess techniques
to evaluate this entropy and cannot, at present, say whether such large surfaces are important for all g.
What connection do these surfaces have to the field configurations in a box? We saw that magnetic
flux tubes are important in a confining vacuum. The time evolution of such tubes are surfaces in four
dimensions.
8. Loop field theories
In ordinary nongauge theories the quantities of interest are the Wightman functions of Minkowski
space or their continuations to the Euclidian region, the Schwinger functions. These are vacuum
expectation values of products of field operators. For gauge theories such products of gauge potentials
are not gauge invariant and their expectation values in the true vacuum of the theory may not even
exist. Although we did concern ourselves with such products in earlier sections, most of the time we
studied gauge invariant operators such as the Wilson loop operator, eq. (2.12). More generally we could
study expectation values of the form
W[C
1. . . C~]= (Tr exp{i J A . dl}. . . Tr exp{i J A’ dl)) (8.1)
with the C, ‘s arbitrary closed curves. For the gauge group SU(3) operators of the form (see eq. (2.11))
U(x, y; C1, C2, C3) = dhikdtm~~ U
0 (x, y; Ci)Uim(x, y; C
2)U”(x, y; C3) (8.2)
are likewise allowed as are the operators M(x, y; C) of eq. (2.12), if quarks are present. For nongauge
theories there are reconstruction theorems [8.1] that permit the determination of the properties of the
physical Hubert space from the Wightman functions. No such theorems exist for the present case. It is
tempting to speculate that these gauge invariant expectation values imply an underlying gauge invariant
Hilbert space. We shall concentrate on how these functions may be used to establish whether these
theories confine. Wilson’s criterion for W[C] is the most natural in this context. For this reason, and for
ease of presentation, we will limit our discussion primarily to the W[C1. . . C,,], and more specifically to
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just W[C). The dynamics of the theory will force us to look at more involved operators. The equations
satisfied by these ioop expectation values are very reminiscent of the equations appearing in dual
resonance models [8.2].
This approach is a new way of looking at gauge theories. Its main advantage is that it can be
formulated in a continuum language; thus Lorentz invariance is at least formally maintained, while at
the same time only gauge invariant structures are discussed. If developed further it could combine the
best features of lattice theories and continuum theories. At present the mathematics is sufficiently new
and untested that we have very little experience in solving the resulting equations, andwe cannot isolate
the features of the equations that could be responsible for confinement. Similar equations for
presumably nonconfining QED would not look too different. All we can say, by combining ideas of this
and previous sections, is that if confinement holds then the numbers that arise from the various analyses
are consistent with each other. It may be hoped that upon deeper analysis these loop field equations will
be able to establish confinement by themselves and even provide a basis for a phenomenology.
8.1. Functional equations for loop operators
Before deriving equations for the expectation values of loop operators we have to discuss the
parametrization of curves. A curve C starting at x~2and ending at x~is parametrized by a set of points
x,. (s), with 0  s  2ir, such that x,. (0) = x~2and x,. (2rr) = x~.For a closed curve x,. (0) = x,. (2i~).
Parametrizations are not unique. If f(s) is any function of s such that f(s) is monotonic with f(0) = 0,
and f(2ir) = 2ir, then x,.(f(s)) is as good a parametrization as the original one. We do not expect a
physical quantity such as W(C) to depend on the parametrization. Consider an infinitesimal
reparametrization
x,.(s)—~x,.(s+c(s))= x,. + c(s) ax,1j3s. (8.3)
Reparametrization invariance implies
W[C(x,.(s) + c(s))] = W[C(x,.(s))],
which in turn yields
8x,.(s) SW[C] =
3s Sx,.(s)
To obtain dynamical equations for these loop operators, we will draw on our experience with
ordinary, nongauge theories. Equations for Wightman functions follow from the equations of motion
and equal time commutation relations. They are obtained by comparing such functions at infinitesimally
differing points in spacetime. In the present situation we will compare the W[C]’s for curves varying
infinitesimally from each other [8.3—8.7].Consider a displacement (fig. 8.1(a))
x,.(s)—*x,.(s)+ ,.(s)
W[C(x,. + ç,)J — W[C(x,.)] = J ds e,.(s) (8.5)
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We now wish to obtain an expression for 5W/ox,.. Expanding the exponential we find that
W[C] = ~ ~ J ds1. . . ds,, Tr PKA,.[x(st)] dx,.(s1)~~. A~[x(s,,)] dx~(sn)) (8.6)
P denotes the path ordering O(s1 — S2)~ . . O(s,,.1 — s,,). Performing the variation indicated in (8.5) we find
that
5A,.[x(s)]=~~e~~, ~ (8.7)
Combining these results we obtain
SA,. q~=~ ~ ~-=‘ ~ ~ ~. (8.8)ds ôx~ ds ds ds 8x~ 0x0, / ds
The variation of (8.6) yields
SW = ~(~‘~1)~f ds~ ds,, Tr P(AA ~. . . ~ ~ . ‘A~p-’). (8.9)
Inserting (8.8) into (8.9), the first term on the right hand side of (8.8) can be integrated by parts,
resulting in 5-functions from the differentiation of the step functions appearing in P. By using the cyclic
property of the trace the result is
Ox~.(s)= ig Tr({Fav[x(s)] ~ U(x(s), x(s); C))). (8.10)
F,~.is the field strength tensor, eq. (2.1). Let us vary this expression once more.
o
2W 2/ 1 , dXa
Sx~(s’)Sx,.(s) = —g \T
9,O(s — s )F~,,,[x(s)]~
x U(x(s), x(s’); C) F~,.[x(s’)] U(x(s’), x(s), C) + (s ~
+ig5’(s — s’)(Tr{F,.~[x(s)] U(x(s), x(s); C)}~
+ ig 5(s — s’)(Tr{D~Fa~ J~—U(x(s), x(s); C)]). (8.11)
The first term on the r.h.s. of (8.11) comes from varying the path inside the U matrix. The second term
is due to a variation of the tangential derivative and the last arises from varying F,,~itself. D,. is a
covariant derivative and its non-Abelian part comes from varying U at the point x(s).
Before studying (8.11) let us introduce another type of variation of the curve C and a resulting
equation that W(C) satisfies. Examining fig. 8.1(a) we see that the previous variation of the curve C
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consists of adding a “tooth” to C which extends a distance I~Iperpendicular to the curve and runs a
distance Idx/dsl along C. The second type of variation consists of adding to C, at the point x, an
infinitesimal curve enclosing an area 5o~,..[8.8,8.9]. This “keyboard” variation is illustrated in fig. 8.1(b)
and may be evaluated by computing U(i ) = exp{ig ~ A ‘dl} for infinitesimal curves ~i:
U(ii)= 1+ig~A .dl_g2p~A ‘dl~Arndl’
1 + ig(8,.A~— 3,.A,.) &r,.~— g2 J [A,.,Aj &r,.~= 1 + igF,.~Sif,.~. (8.12)
Therefore
Scr,.~.(x)= ig Tr(F,.~(x)U(x, x; C)). (8.13)
It is easy to show that
3
0SW/&r,,~= ig(TrD0F,.,, U(x, x; C)) (8.14)
which, except for the S-function, is the same as the last term of (8.11).
Let us consider for the moment the contracted form of (8.14):
8,. SW/&r,.,, = ig(Tr{D,.F~~U(x, x; C)}). (8.15)
The term D,.F,.,. appears in the equation of motion; we have to be careful in applying these due to the
noncommutativity of various operators. One way of evaluating the above expression is through the path
~x~(s)
x~Cs)
x~Cs)
Fig. 8.1. Infinitesimal loop displacement or “tooth” derivative (a); infinitesimal addition to a loop or “keyboard” derivative (b).
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integral formalism. We note that
5A~(x)exP{i J d4x LEA]) = iD,.F~,.exp{i J d4xL[A]} (8.16)
and therefore
(8.15) = ~ J [dA] Tr{U(x, x; C) 5A~(x)}exp{i J d~xLEA]). (8.17)
A functional integration by parts gives
(8.15) = —g Tr(SA~()U(x, x; C))
= _ig2(Tr{J dy~5(x— y)~-U(x, y; CY~—U(y, x; C))). (8.18)
In this form we note that (8.15) is nonzero for self-intersecting curves; we must have a point y on the
curve coincident with the reference point x. Do we get a contribution just from this point itself? To
answer this question we must be more specific about defining the singular expressions appearing in all
the formulas above. For example, the term involving U(x, x; C) should be modified to U(x + c, x —
; C) with  a small displacement along C. If C is smooth around x, then this point will not contribute to
(8.18), but only genuine self-intersections will. A different regularization scheme [8.6]likewise discards
these S-functions for nonintersecting points. For a curve with one intersection, splitting C into two
closed curves C
1 and C2, one can use the completeness properties of the A matrices and the unit matrix
to simplify
(8.15) = —ig J dy~5(x— y) ([~tr U(x, x; C1)tr U(x, x; C2) -
—Etr~ U(x, x; C1)tr-~--U(x, x; C2) . (8.19)
With these results we now return to (8.11) and let s’ -+ s symmetrically from above and below and
contract ~ and v. Restricting discussion to nonself-intersecting curves we drop the last term; we also set
— s’) = 0. Thus
__________ = —g
2 ~ ({F,,,.(x){F,
3,.(x), U(x, x; C}+}±)~ (8.20)
Written in this double commutator form the operator ordering is correct and the result holds for
arbitrary matrix elements not just vacuum expectation values. Between (8.20) and (8.19) we have the
analogs of the field equations and Ward identities for ioop theories. The solutions of these equations
may establish confinement. A study of the solutions of (8.15) for theories based on the group SU(N), in
the limit of large N has been made [8.9].
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8.2. Solutions of approximate ioop equations
Equation (8.20) relates W[C] to a more complicated gauge invariant quantity. As in ordinary field
theory, the complete set of equations is infinite. In order to obtain some information, we must truncate
this set by some approximation. The form we hope to maneuver (8.20) into is
Ox,~(s)Sx,.(s)= if2(~_~) WEC] + (self-intersection terms). (8.21)
if will turn out to be the string tension discussed previously.
Equation (8.21) has appeared in the context of dual resonance theories [8.2], where ~ is equal to
1/2ira’, with a’ the slope of Regge trajectories. With a’ = 0.9 GeV2 we get a reasonable agreement
with the value of o given in eq. (2.15). We shall not pursue the relation with the dual model further, but
give the argument for the relation of ci in (8.21) to the string tension.
General solutions of (8.21) do not exist. Certain special solutions all point to the above interpretation
of ~. In two dimensions we have a solution of the form
W
2[C] = cnst exp[—~~e,.~,x,.dxv] cnst exp[—ciA], (8.22)
with A denoting the area enclosed by C. Upon comparing this with the Wilson criterion, eq. (2.20), we
obtain the sought for interpretation of ~. It is plausible to extend this argument to planar curves in four
dimensions. In four dimensions special solutions have been found [8.6, 8.10]. Let
= ~f x,. dx~
and
A~= V(ci,.,. ±
then
W4[C] A~
2K
1/2(crA~) (8.23)
is a solution. For planar curves A±is just the area enclosed by C. Asymptotically in A, W has the
correct behavior for a confining theory. Appealing to results from the theory of relativistic strings [8.2],
and some mild technical assumptions, the confining behavior of the solutions of (8.21) can be
demonstrated [8.11]. Corrections to the leading behavior of W[C] have also been obtained [8.12]. This
last study makes progress towards some of the renormalizability questions inherent in (8.21).
Is there any approximation to (8.20) which might bring it to the form of (8.21)? A tempting one is to
replace the term {F~,.,F,3,.}+ by its vacuum expectation value [8.13]. Comparing with (8.21) we would
obtain
if2 = —f~Tr(13~~.F,.~). (8.24)
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This result is inconsistent. The left hand side of (8.24) is positive. In a Euclidian formulation the right
hand side is intrinsically negative. In a Minkowski formulation F,.~F’~”’= B2 — E2 from the discussion in
section 7 we expect that in a confining phase the vacuum is primarily magnetic and again the right hand
side of (8.24) is negative.
Section 7 provides a clue to a more reasonable approximation. The Wilson loop operator creates a
unit of electric flux along the curve C. The right hand side of (8.20) is approximated in the following
way:
—g2I~(F,,,.F,I,.U+ 2Fa,.UF~,.+ UFa,.F
13,.) — ~- Tr((F~~~F~,.~~w[C]. (8.25)
The notation (( )) denotes an expectation value in a state containing a unit flux along C. In order to
obtain a finite electric field, the flux must be spread out over a tube of finite thickness. Take the cross
sectional area of such a tube to be A, then with the help of (7.10) we find that inside the tube
(AE°~dx/ds)
2 = (AE~8~dx/ds)2 = ~g2(dx/ds)2. (8.26)
The above may be obtained by placing a hypothetical quark—antiquark singlet at the ends of a straight
section of flux tube. Combining (8.25) with (8.26) yields
ci = g2I6A. (8.27)
Using a related but somewhat different procedure, Nambu [8.3] obtained the same equation. It is
interesting that (8.27) can be obtained from a different picture. In order for a quark-.antiquark potential
to be a linear confining one, the electric flux between them must be confined to a tube of fixed area as
the interquark distance, R, increases. The electrical energy stored in such a configuration is
~EaEaAR = (g2I6A)R, (8.28)
yielding a ci identical with that of (8.27). In view of the cavalier nature of the arguments leading to
(8.25) this agreement is fortuitous.
Let us return for a moment to eq. (8.24). Although the sign is wrong, it is interesting to note that a
calculation of this quantity using the instanton approximation to the path integral yields an acceptable
value for the absolute value of ci [8.13, 8.14]. In section 6.1 we saw that instantons were expelled by
electric fluxes. A reinterpretation of (8.24) is
ci = —f~{((TrF2)) — (Tr F2)], (8.29)
where ((F2)) is the value of the F2 due to instantons, inside the flux tube, namely zero. This gives the
correct sign of ci.
Before closing this section it is worthwhile to point out some dangers in this whole approach. First,
all these equations involve very singular operator products and a meaning has to be given to them.
Some progress in this direction has been made [8.5,8.9, 8.12]. Second, the approximate form, (8.21), has
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serious difficulties. Is there a theory that yields (8.21) as an exact loop equation? Formally, one can
write down such a theory [8.15]but due to the large number of configurations, none of the expectation
values exist, i.e., W[C] is infinite. This is true even though the theory is constructed on a finite lattice.
These infinities have nothing to do with difficulties in the ultraviolet or infrared, but rather with the
number of configurations in loop space growing too rapidly.
9. Deconfinement at high temperatures
Should QCD truly confine quarks, there are good theoretical arguments that at finite temperatures
quarks will be liberated. The critical temperature. T~,above which this phenomenon occurs is of the
order of hadronic energies, or of the order of 1012 °K. The interest in high temperature QCD is
practical, pedagogical and philosophical.
On the practical side, the existence of a phase of free quarks may have a significant impact on
astrophysics and the physics of dense nuclear matter. (A proper treatment of the latter should include a
finite quark chemical potential.) In standard Big Bang cosmologies the temperature during the first 10~6
seconds exceeds T~[9.1]. In the interiors of neutron stars or for very short times in heavy ion collisions,
high effective temperatures may exist.
From a pedagogical point of view the nature of this transition emphasizes the importance of the
center of the group in the discussion of confinement. At zero temperature the importance of the group
center was discussed in section 7.
The third reason is, perhaps, somewhat subjective. It is interesting that the variables we use to
describe the problem may, under certain circumstances, have direct physical manifestation. An analogy
can be drawn with superconductivity. If the critical temperature for this phenomenon had been much
higher, so that the superconducting state had been more common than the normal one, the idea that the
electric current is carried by a Cooper pair of hypothetical electrons might have been suspect.
The demonstration that gauge theories cease to confine above a certain temperature is carried out on
the strong coupling lattice version of this theory [9.2, 9.3]. It is just in this region that we are confident
that the theory confines at zero temperature. Corrections due to magnetic terms tend to deconfine the
theory without any help from finite temperature effects. Therefore, if we find a temperature above
which the theory ceases to confine in the very strong coupling limit, we are confident it will do so, even
at a lower temperature in the full theory. We will first discuss the thermodynamics of lattice gauge
theories and then show the deconfinement in the strong coupling limit. Instanton effects at finite
temperature have also been studied [9.4].
9.1. Thermodynamics of lattice gauge theories
The prime differences between a field theory at finite temperature and one at zero temperature is
that rather than the expectation values of products of operators in the vacuum state we are interested in
a weighted sum of expectation values in all the eigenstates of the theory. We define a partition function
Z=Tre~’ (9.1)
with H the full Hamiltonian of the theory. $ is the inverse temperature, and the thermal average of an
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operator 0 is
(0) = Z1 Tr 0 e~”~’. (9.2)
We will first discuss gauge theories on a lattice with no external sources. The Hamiltonian is given in
(3.15). The dynamical variables are the link variables Ux;e of (3.6). To an eigenstate n of H corresponds
an eigenfunction cl’,,[Ux;e]. The physical eigenstates are invariant under gauge transformations:
~frphysica1[Uxê] = S[gx]~fphysicaI[Ux;e] = c1’physical[gx Ux;egx÷ea]. (9.3)
S[g~] is a gauge transformation depending on a position dependent set of group elements g~.The
partition function is
Z = ~ f fl dUx;e(c/t~[Ux,~}exp(—f3E,,) hfmn[Ux;e}). (9.4)
n-p ysical ~
The restriction of the summation to gauge invariant states is inconvenient and we may eliminate it by
introducing a projection operator:
Z = ~ J 1~~1dUx;j dgx(9!1,,~[Ux;j] exp(—f3E,,) S[g
5] cbn[Ux;e])
~J fl dUx;~ dgx(ifr,,~[Ux;e]exp(—f3E,,)i/i,,[g~Ux;egx+ea]). (9.5)
The thermodynamic interpretation of the partition function is
Z = exp{—$F(/3)}, (9.6)
with F(j3) the free energy at a temperature corresponding to j3. It plays the same role as the vacuum
energy at zero temperature.
The presence of fixed external sources modifies the above. Consider a source transforming as the q
representation located at point R and another transforming as the ~ representation located at the
origin. (For quarks, q is the 3 dimensional representation.) Under a gauge transformation
-~ U(go) U~’(gR) i/.~a’~’[gxUx;egx÷ea], (9.7)
and
Z(R) = fl dUx;e dg~
n
X{‘fr~a~[Ux;e] exp(—$E,,)fU~9~(go)U~.(gR)4!F,, ;c,’~s’[gxUx;egx÷ea]}. (9.8)
The free energy of a configuration with a source at the origin and at R relative to that of the vacuum is
exp{—f3[F(fl; R) — F(/3)]} = Z~Z(R). (9.9)
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The effective potential energy of the two sources at a temperature J3~is
E(8, R) = — ln{Z(R)/Z}. (9.10)
We will show that at a certain temperature E(J3, R) ceases to have a linear growth in R.
9.2. Strong coupling approximation at finite temperatures
The strong coupling limit provides the simplification of explicitly knowing the wave functions and
energies. The Hamiltonian separates into a sum of uncoupled link Hamiltonians as in (3.18) with x = 0.
The wave functions are indicated in (3.17). In this approximation (9.5) is
z = f fl dUx;~dg~~ D~’~[Ux;e]exp{—l~C2)(r)}D~[g~ Ux;egx+ea]. (9.11)
x;I r,p,q r
The orthogonality relations of group representations [3.3] permit a free integration over the link
variables resulting in
Z = fii dg~exp{_ ~_ C2(r)} ~*~)(g~) ~(r)(g~~~,,). (9.12)
~ is the character of the representation r, i.e. ~ = trD~.We have reduced the partition function
for a gauge system to that of a nearest neighbor coupling spin system. At each site we have a spin
matrix g(x) E SU(3) with a complicated interaction given in (9.12). Z is invariant under the discrete
transformation
g_+e±2lTu/3g, (9.13)
namely, it is invariant under the center Z
3. In this approximation (9.8) becomes
Z(R) = f fJ dg~ ~ C(2)(r)] ,y*(T)(gx) ~ ~*(a)(g~)~ (9.14)
or
E(,/3, R) = ~ (9.15)
If the Z3 symmetry is not broken, then for q = 3, 3, 6 or 6
(9.16)
and as R -~ ~ usual statistical mechanics arguments tell us that the correlation function behaves as
R:~ e~~”
t-~, (9.17)
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and we may interpret c.r(J3) as the temperature dependent interquark force. If the symmetry is broken,
then
(9.18)
and
11(1~C(R) e~’~). (9.19)
C(R) is slowly varying. The energy of this two quark configuration is
E03,R)= _~lnJMI+ce_~R. (9.20)
—lnIM f/f3 has the interpretation of a quark self energy and the second term provides a short range
Yukawa potential between the liberated quarks.
We shall now argue that at sufficiently high temperatures the symmetry is broken. At first sight it
is surprising that a symmetry should be broken at high temperatures. It is at low temperatures that
ordered states occur. However, the temperature of the effective spin system of (3.12) is the reciprocal of
the temperature of the gauge field theory. For /3 small (large temperature) the most important
contribution to the partition function (9.12), comes from x(g~)’sclose to each other. In fact for /3 = 0,
due to the completeness of the group characters on functions constant on the various characteristic
classes of the group, Z is a “S-function” of the group characters; for very large /3 only the trivial
representation contributes, and the g~‘s are relatively unconstrained. Effectively
Z = J fl dg~exp{_ —~ V[,y(g~),x(gx+ea)]}. (9.21)
The potential has a minimum when the two variables are equal. We see that the role of the temperature
is the inverse of that of the gauge system. At low spin temperatures (small ~3)this system undergoes a
phase transition to an ordered state and the situation envisioned in (9.18) occurs.
At what temperatures does this phase transition take place? From (9.12) or (9.21) the only parameter
is g2f3/a so we expect T~-‘~ g2/a. As the only dimensional physical parameter is the string constant, the
full theory temperature will be
T~= CVo (9.22)
with C of order unity (a more refined analysis finds C to be ~[9.4])yielding the temperature mentioned
at the beginning of this section. A Monte Carlo calculation confirms this idea [9.5].
What is the origin of this transition? In the strong coupling limit the eigenstates of the gauge system
are closed flux contours. Neglecting interactions, a contour of L links contributes an energy
EL=f~L. (9.23)
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The partition function becomes roughly
Z= ~N(L)exp(_~-~L). (9.24)
N(L) is the number of contours of length L. This number is easily evaluated [9.6]
N(L) = exp[cL]. (9.25)
For T > 2g2/(3ca), the system contains a condensate of flux contours of large lengths (in fact, in order to
stabilize this system we must include interactions among intersecting strings). A quark—antiquark can
attach themselves to a large contour and separate over a large distance.
10. “Unsolved” and speculative problems
Should all the previous hopes and approximations persist to higher orders in strong coupling
expansions, better Monte Carlo calculations or even analytic arguments, and the assumption that in
QCD with no dynamic quarks, non-singlets are confined, there are still some open problems. One is of
immediate importance, namely, the inclusion of light quark fields, in addition to possibly static sources.
The second question we will touch upon is more speculative, namely, how much of the foregoing
discussion could survive the discovery of free quarks. We shall address these questions in turn.
10.1. Inclusion of dynamical quarks
Intuitively, the introduction of quark fields with a small, or even zero, mass term, implying pair
annihilation and creation, does not change our criterion for confinement. Nonconfinement or
confinement is equivalent to the existence or nonexistence of isolated color singlets. None of the
previous tests to which we subjected the theory survive the presence of dynamic quarks and thus cannot
be used to determine whether the theory confines. The simple reason is that if we try to pull a quark
and an antiquark apart to see whether the separation potential increases with distance, at some point it
pays for the system to create another quark—antiquark pair out of the vacuum, with the original quark
attached to the new antiquark and vice versa. The two parts of the system go off as mesons (bound q—4
systems), with no further increase in energy. We shall systematically investigate how the various
approaches fail to establish confinement in the presence of quark fields.
The obvious modification dynamic quarks make is the addition of
= ic~y~D,.q— m7q (10.1)
to the QCD Lagrangian. One lattice transcription of (10.1) is
L
0 = ~ ~(x + ae) yeU.,~÷aeq(x)— m4(x) q(x). (10.2)
Actually, this lattice version, for fermions, does not have the classical limit implied by (10.1) but reduces
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to a classical theory with more degrees of freedom [3.1]. Other lattice Lagrangians have been
introduced [10.1];for the purposes of the present discussion (10.2) is sufficient.
The lattice Hainiltonian approach fails for the reason mentioned earlier. The lowest energy state of a
static quark pair separated by a large distance is not the one with a flux line connecting the sources, but
with an extra dynamic quark—antiquark pair superimposed on the static ones. To low orders in the
strong coupling expansion, the energy is independent of separation. The expectation value of the
Wilson loop operator is always proportional to the exponential of the circumference. Again, the lowest
order in the strong coupling expansion does not come from filling up the area enclosed by the loop with
fundamental plaquettes as in fig. 3.3(a), but rather bringing down terms of the form (4(x + êa) Uq(x))
from the action. These terms are needed only along the curve c itself and thus the lowest order
contribution to WEd is
ln W[c]—P[c]/a, (10.3)
with P[cl the circumference of c.
Similar arguments can be given for the instanton contribution to the quark potential. In (6.16) a
quark—antiquark pair shield the external field F~ and the effective coupling does not grow with
separation.
We do not expect any infrared singularities in the quark propagator; if this propagator can be defined
at all it will probably have no poles or cuts, as by unitarity these would correspond to physical color
triplet states. The inclusion of quark loops into the Dyson—Schwinger equation would eliminate a 1/k4
singularity the pure QCD theory might produce.
The duality arguments cannot be put forward as the quark fields transforming as color triplets are not
invariant under gauge transformations characterizing a magnetic vortex. An electric flux can be undone
by a quark pair. The presence of quarks invalidates the approximate ioop equation as in (8.11) and
(8.15) as there will be extra terms generated by D,.F,.~.
We see that all previous approaches fail to distinguish confinement from nonconfinement. In the
presence of dynamical quarks there may be no fundamental difference between a confining phase and a
nonconfining Higgs region [7.4, 10.2]. The only approach left is the one based on the original
observation that only integrally charged objects, or more generally, only SU(3)-flavor triality zero
objects exist. The quark Lagrangian must have at least a global Z
3 symmetry, independent of the 1,
subgroup of SU(3). We may then ask whether any states transforming nontrivially under this Z3 have
finite energy. A negative answer would imply confinement. To date no work in this direction has been
done.
10.2. What if free quarks are found?
How much of the previous presentations can survive the discovery of free quarks?
7 We know that if
such objects exist they are heavy and/or not produced very readily. Some experimental limits are
discussed in section 1. In fig. 10.1 we show two possible interquark energies that ultimately lead to free
quarks, but are consistent with a linear energy of separation at short distances. Case (a) in fig. 10.1 leads
Part of the motivation for this section has been the author’s fear that upon completion of this review positive evidence for free quarks will he
presented.
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Fig. 10.1. The quark separation energies for two nonconfining scenarios consistent with a linear rising potential at short distances.
to deconfined but heavy quarks. A large amount of energy must be supplied to pull the quark—antiquark
pair in a meson to a certain radius of separation. After that, no more energy is needed to pull them
further apart. The total energy supplied (minus the mass of the initial meson) is the rest mass of the free
quark pair. In case (b) this energy is recovered and the quark mass is small. Quarks can escape from
hadrons only by tunneling or by acquiring a large amount of energy to drive the system over the
potential barrier.
What modifications, and what could be the possible causes of such modifications, have to be made to
the previous discussions to obtain energies of separations as in fig. 10.1? For this speculation we will use
the formulation based on eqs. (6.25) to (6.28). The energy of separation (interquark potential plus self
energies) is
E(r) = j~7f dk(1 — ek r) ~i~(k2)
— 1 1,1, /1 sin kr\, 2A j~2
22J UI~k’ kr ,p~~ooi~it . 1 .4
0
To recapitulate section 6.2, a 1/k4 singularity in zlo
0(k
2) yields a linear, confining potential. We shall
consider two modifications of ~ioo(k2)near k2 = 0. First, take
A~(k2)’—’1/(k2+
1s~)(k
2+~) (10.5)
then
E(r) 1 + [e~ — e”~’] 2 2~ (10.6)
/J,i+/22 r
For r <mm (1/~aj,1/~2)the potential is linear. Adjusting the constant of proportionality of this term to
be the string tension ci the mass of the quark is
M
0 = o1(ui + /52). (10.7)
In the /5~.~—*0limit we recover infinite mass quarks. The masses /51,2 could arise from a Higgs type
symmetry breaking giving the gluons a very small mass. A detailed analysis of such a picture based on
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the MIT bag model has been presented previously [10.3].Results similar to (10.7) were obtained. For
distances r < 1//51,2 much of the confinement pictures hold, as for example the existence of a flux string
attached to a quark. This string is not infinite in length but extends to r — 1/js leading to (10.7).
Case (b) (of fig. 10.1) may be obtained from a situation where f dk k2 L100(k2) = 0. E(r) wouldapproach zero and the quark mass would have no large infrared component. An example is
~i~(k2) ~ [k _i/5)2+ (k +i/5)2] (10.8)
yielding
E(r) — — [1 — (1 + r/5)e”]. (10.9)
Again for r < 11/5 we reproduce the previous pictures. Beyond 1/js the energy of separation decreases
and at large distances we find light mass quarks. By choosing /5 sufficiently small both the energy
required to knock out quarks from a hadron or have them tunneled through a hadron may be made
large.
Even if free quarks are conclusively observed, the confinement picture could be valid for distances
smaller than those characterizing deconfinement.
Appendix A. Functional integral formulation of gauge theories
In this appendix we develop the equivalence between the lattice Hamiltonian gauge theory and the
Euclidian path integral formulation. Our starting point is the lattice Hamiltonian, (3.15). Ignoring the
quark fields we may write this quantity as
H = HE + HM
HE=L E~ (A.1)
2a tin
HM=~~(2- Ui,- U~).
As discussed in section 3, the eigenstates of E2 are denoted by Ir; p. p’) with r referring to a particular
representation of the group
E21r; p, p’) = C2~(r)r; p, p’), (A.2)
and there are d2(r) (d(r) is the dimensionality of the representation) states for each r. The eigenstates
of HM are labeled by a group element, I U(b)), and the overlap between these states is given by (3.17). If
no ambiguity arises, we shall, for notational simplicity, write
U(b)) = fl IU(b~,
1))
(A.3)
r) — Ii Ir~,e;~ pb).
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For the moment, let us ignore Gauss’ law. The object of interest for which we will develop a path
integral is
(U(b’)Ie~’I U(b)). (A.4)
In order to evaluate this we rewrite [2.2]
(A.5)
with  — TIN and small. By neglecting terms of order 2 we ignore the noncommutativity of HE and HM
and write
e~”= e~’~~ (A.6)
As the states I U(b)) form a complete set, we can rewrite (A.4) using (A.5),
(A.4) = f dU~ dUN I (U(b~+i)Ie~’IU(b~)) (A.7)
with b0 = b and bN+1 = b’. We can use (A.6) to help us evaluate each of the terms in (A.7)
(U(b1±i)Ie~”I U(b~))= ~ (U(b1+ i)Je EHir)(rIeEHMI U(b1))
r,p.p’
= ~ {exp[-~’~~ ~ (2— U(b~,~)—U~(b~.i))JIi TrDt’~(U~(b1±i)U~(b1))J.
a tinks g a tinks
(A.8)
Define
ë[U] = ~ exp{’_~—C2)(r)1TrD~[U]. (A.9)
We obtain
(A.4)=fdUi... dUN UT{[T é(U~(b1+i) U(bi))Jexp[_~j~~(2_U(b~,1)—
,—O links P
(A.10)
In the  —~ 0 limit (A.10) is equivalent to (A.4). At this stage we have both a discrete space and a discrete
time. (A.10) however, is not symmetric between these two directions. To obtain a symmetric expression
we must find an approximation for é. This approximation will be valid in the continuum time limit,
 —*0. As for many of the calculations we discuss we will want to keep  finite; the approximation will
agree with (A.10) only in the small g limit. We believe that the continuum quantum mechanics based on
(A.10), or the approximation we shall derive, is the same.
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Let ~ be the representation of dimension d(r) of the generators of the Lie algebra of SU(3). Then,
if U=exp(iL.b)
e[U1 = ~Trexp{_~~~(L(r))2+ib L~}. (A.11)
We are interested in the limit e or g small as well as U close to unity; we do not expect nearby lattice
variables to differ significantly from each other. In this situation the L’s may be treated as classical
variables with the trace and summation over representations replaced, up to an irrelevant nor-
malization, by an integration over L. Thus
ë[U] =~exp{_~~_~b2}. (A.12)
We wish to extend this approximation to U away from unity, or b away from zero. We also wish to
maintain the property that e[ U] does not change if b is transformed into itself along any closed orbit of
the group. This is accomplished by setting
b2 2 Tr(2 — D~3~(b)— Dt3~(b)). (A.13)
Combining these results we find the final approximation toS
ë[U] exp{_ 4,~ Tr(2 — U — U÷)}. (A.14)
The group variable appearing in the functions ë in (A.10) is the product of two link variables separated
by one unit in the time direction. The gauge A
0 = 0 corresponds, in the lattice language, to setting the
link variables for links parallel to the time direction equal to unity. Keeping this restriction in mind, one
may write U~(b~+1)U(b1) as U~for a plaquette in a time-space plane. Choosing the time step  to be
the same as the lattice spacing results in a symmetric approximation to (A.4):
(A.4) J B dUx;e 8(U~1— 1) exp{-~Tr~ (U,. + U)}. (A.15)
In the above we dropped an overall factor of exp{(1/g
2) Tr 2} for each plaquette (cf. (A.10) and (A.13)).
A boundary condition fixing the link variables at t = 0 and t = T, as given initially in (A.4), is implied.
We now return to the task of enforcing Gauss’ law. Remember that this is the same as the
requirement that all of our configurations are invariant under gauge transformations. This may be
accomplished by performing all possible gauge transformations at each separate time slice. This
amounts to transforming each link variable Ux;ê (ê-spacial) to g1(x) Ux;e g(x + e). The g’s are group
elements and we integrate each over the whole group. The above transformation has no effect on
spacial plaquettes. Its effect on plaquettes parallel to the time direction is to change the timelike links
‘The relation between (A.14) and (A.9) is the analogue, for non-Abelian theories, of the Villain approximation [Al] in Abelian spin or gauge
theories.
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from unity to g’(x) g(x + 1). This combination can be interpreted as a link variable U~,1for timelike
links. Changing variables from the g’s to the U~,1’samounts to rewriting (A.15) without the 8-function
restriction on the timelike variables.
9
The vacuum to vacuum transition amplitude is recovered by taking the large T limit; in this case the
initial and final boundary conditions (discussed below (A.15)) may be dropped [2.2].We recover the
expression for Z of eq. (3.26). The expression for the expectation value of a product of operators can be
obtained by repeating much of the discussion of this appendix. We would thus recover the other part of
(3.26).
For other discussion we need the continuum version of (A.15). Equations (3.5) and (3.8) form the
bridge between the lattice and continuum variables:
(A~(x)Ie~IA~(x))= J [dA~(x)] 8[A~] exp- ~(J d4xF~F~~}. (A.16)
As the gauge transformations in continuum gauge theories are no longer restricted to a compact group
[2.2, A.2], we cannot trivially eliminate the S function. To do so would introduce an infinite scale factor.
We do not expect answers to depend on singling out the time direction; this is especially true for
Euclidian theories. Choosing an arbitrary direction n, (A.16) takes on the form
(0Ie’~’I0)= J [dA~] 8(n A) exp{_J ~F’2d4X}. (A.17)
Standard terminology refers to the situation where n is timelike, as the timelike gauge, and when n is
space-like, as the axial gauge.
In appendix D we will obtain the propagators and some of the vertices based on (A.17).
Appendix B. Perturbative j~-function
It was stated several times that the quantization of a field theory necessitates the introduction of
some sort of length scale. In principle this could be the lattice parameter a, or equivalently a
momentum cut-off —1/a. Physical quantities will depend on this parameter, and one can trade this
cut-off in favor of such quantities. This is the essence of the renormalization schemes. For large
couplings on the lattice it was possible to define a tension ci; keeping this quantity fixed provided us a
dependence of the coupling constant on the lattice parameter a. For small couplings this tension does
not exist at least perturbatively and we need some other quantity. The usual procedure is to define a
renormalized coupling constant as the value of some vacuum expectation at specified external momenta.
We shall follow a different approach, more in tune with the spirit of this article. We will calculate the
energy of a static quark—antiquark singlet pair at a separation R [B.1]. This turns out to have the form
E(R)= _4~.g2[g(a);RIa]. (B.!)
‘It should not be surprising that enforcing Gauss’ law introduces timelike link variables. In the continuum limit this corresponds to letting Ao
vary. The equation of motion obtained by varying A
0 in the Lagrangian isjust Gauss’ law. Choosing the Ao = 0 gauge forced us to impose this law as
a supplementary constraint.
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g(a) is the coupling constant appropriate to a cut-off —“1/a. In this situation, we fix the energy at some
given distance R = 1/A arid find how g has to depend on a to insure that E(1IA) is independent of a.
This implies
~ ‘~da ~9a (B.2)
= —a 8g/~9a.
Therefore
= (t9gI~g)’ag/9a. (B.3)
/(g) is the renormalization group function analogous to that of (4.2). We have temporarily placed a
tilde over it to emphasize that as it is defined differently from the strong coupling lattice /3, it does not
have to be equal to it. We will show that in a power series expansion in g the first two terms are
universal [4.2].From now on we will drop the tilde over the /3 function.
The power series for ~ turns out to have the form
= g2 + 2/3og4 ln(y1R/a) + 2g
6(j3
1 ln(y2R/a) + 2/3~(lny1R/a)
2) + 0(g8). (B.4)
Using (B.3) we find
f3(g)= —f3og3—j3
1g
5+0(g7). (B.5)
The constants y depend on the details of the particular renormalization scheme. We will first show that
f3~and /3~are universal and then evaluate $o. The evaluation of f3~is very lengthy and only the result
will be presented.
To show that the first two terms do not depend on the definition of the coupling constant, we
evaluate
= —a dg7da (B.6)
for a coupling constant ,~. ~ can be expanded as a power series in g
~=g+cg3+O(g5) (B.7)
g=~—c~3+0(,~).
Thus
I~&)=(1+3cg2)/3(g)
= —$og3—$
1g
5—3c$
0g
5+ .. (B.8)
and the first two terms agree with (B.5).
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In order to find f3~and f3~we return to (B.1) and evaluate E(R) through ordinary perturbation
theory [B.1]. We use the Hamiltonian formalism developed in section 2. Rewriting (2.5) and (2.6) we
find
H=~Jd3x{Ea.Ea+JJa .~}, (B.9)
and the states are annihilated by the operator
V E~+ gf’~”A~ET+ gpa~ (B.10)
pa is the charge density due to the quarks p = p1 + P2, and we will seek the term in the energy
proportional to P1P2. This is the term we can interpret as the interquark potential. In the first two orders
of perturbation theory such a term comes from the longitudinal part of the electric field. Namely, with
the help of (B.10), we separate the electric field into a transverse part and a longitudinal part:
Ea =E;—V~
V~E~=0. (B.11)
Using (B.10) we solve for coa (to order g2)
= g[5aY + gf’~’V”2A~ V] V~2[f~A8 E~+p)’]. (B.12)
ET and AT are the dynamical variables. To order g4, the interesting part of the Hamiltonian is
Hfd3x[E~.E~+(VxAa). (~xA).aV2(pa] (B.13)
The first order contribution to the energy is
E
1(p) = —i-f d3x {pV2p + 3g2f~f~(O~paV2AB. VV-2Aa . VV2p~j0)}
= I4ir~-yIPa(X) pa(y) {i + ~- In Y)2
1~ (B.14)
Yt is a finite constant. To the same g
4 order we have to evaluate a second order perturbation
contribution to the energy. The intermediate state consists of two gauge particles with momenta k
1 and
polarizations A1, i = 1, 2,
~‘f d3xf YpaV_2AI3 . E~j~Ik, A)~2E2=_g4~fd3kid3k2 IkI+IkI . (B.15)
In reality, to this order, higher powers of p appear. As discussed previously, it is the quadratic term that
can be given a potential interpretation. Evaluating (B.15) we obtain
E2&4 = —214~~fl~2 ln[y~(x— y)2/a2]pa(x) pa(y)~ (B.16)
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72 is another finite constant. Combining E1 and E2, we can read of the interquark potential
E(R)= __~.{g2+~.Lln[y~R2/a21}. (B.17)
The subscript c in Ye is there to emphasize that this calculation was carried out in a continuous
formalism. Comparing with (B.4) we find [1.11]
f3~= 11/(16rr
2). (B.!8)
A calculation of f3~is much more involved [B.2]. The result is
= 102/(16ir2)2. (B.19)
The last topic we wish to discuss is the dependence of the coupling constant on the finite part of the
g4 term. From (B.4) or (B.17) we can define a renormalized coupling constant at R = 1/A, fixed
g2(A) = g2 + /3
0g
4 lnfty/Aa)2]. (B.20)
The finite constant depends on the calculational scheme. Above we emphasized this point by placing a
subscript c on ~. Had we performed a lattice calculation we would have obtained a YL ~ Ye- The two
calculations can be brought into agreement by choosing different A ‘s such that
AC/AL= Yc/YL. (B.21)
Detailed calculations comparing these various renormalization schemes have been carried out for
continuum renormalization prescriptions [B.3],and for the comparison between continuum and lattice
cut-offs [B.4, B.5]. Comparison of the Eucidian four dimensional lattice cut-off to the momentum
subtraction continuum scheme yields
Amom = 83.5AEL [B.4] (B 22)
Amom = 87.3AEL [B.5].
The origin of the 5% discrepancy in these numbers is unknown. The ratio of the Euclidian lattice AEL.
to the three dimensional spacial lattice A S.L. is [B.6] [cf.Note added in proof]:
As.L = 3.O12AE.L.. (B.23)
A renormalization scheme used widely in phenomenological applications is the modified minimal
subtraction scheme (MS) [4.3].The relation of AKrS to other ones is [B.3]
Ag~~0.37Amom. (B.24)
Appendix C. Instantons
Examining the QCD Hamiltonian, eq. (2.5), we see that minimum energy configurations correspond
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to vanishing of the magnetic term. This implies that the gauge potential A is a pure gauge. Namely
A=-’-U~VU, (C.1)
with U a time independent unitary matrix. These unitary matrices fall into discrete classes based on
their behavior at spatial infinity. Two unitary matrices which differ from each other in a finite region of
space are said to belong to the same class. Nontrivial behavior at large distances can be obtained from
transformations of the form
U~(r)= exp[—2ir ivraR~Aa/2Vr2+ p2]. (C.2)
Raa is a group rotation with a = 1, 2, 3 and a = 1 . . . 8, i-’ is an integer, and p an arbitrary length. A
pure gauge potential
= -~ UVU,. (C.3)
can be characterized by a topological quantum number equal to ii
= 1~ Trf d3xA~(A~x A~). (C.4)
Any pure gauge potential generated by a unitary matrix which differs from U~in a finite region of space
will have the same topological quantum number as
The next question we ask is whether there is a solution of the classical equations of motion, which for
Euclidian t—* —~ belongs to class v = 0, and at t—* +~changes to v = ±1.In between this solution will
not be a pure gauge. We first give the form of this solution in the Lorentz gauge and then transform to
the A
0 = 0 gauge. This potential configuration is the BPTS [6.1]instanton and anti-instanton
A~(r) = Raa?la~vrv/(r
2+p2). (C.5)
r is now a Eucidian four vector, and
fl aaj = aq
llaOi’ ‘~7aiO ±Sai (C.6)
with the ± referring to instantons or anti-instantons.
This potential can be transformed to the A
0 = 0 gauge by
S(r, ro) = exp{_2i f (~— yd)~o~ar2+ ~2R~ ~}. (C.7)
For ro—* —~, S—* 1 and as r0—* +~, S approaches U(l)(r) of (C.2). As promised, the instanton
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interpolates between i.’ = 0 and v = 1. Similarly we can show that the anti-instanton goes from ti = 0 to
p = —1.
The classical Eudidian action for (C.5) is
So(g) ~f F~d4x = 8~r2Ig2. (C.8)
Appendix D. Properties of propagators and vertices in the axial gauge
As usual, the propagator of a theory is obtained from the quadratic part of the exponent appearing in
(A.17)
L
0 = ~ — 3~A~)(3~A~— &,A~). (D.1)
Because 8 (n . A) appears in (A. 17) not all potentials are integrated over. The propagator is the inverse
of L0, and due to the above, we restrict the inverse to the three dimensional space orthogonal to n. The
Euclidian propagator is [D.1,6.9]
= -~ [s~~— n,~qP+fli4LL + (D.2)
The corresponding free Minkowski space propagator is
(~) — —i [ — n~q~+ ~ + D 3
~q) — q
2 + i ~ n q (n . q)2 ( . )
Of course, n,LL1,.~= 0 and so the four-dimensional inverse of ~15Li~ does not exist. In the space orthogonal
to n, the inverse of ~ ~. is
= + ~(q~n~+ n,~g~)n.— ~ ~ (q2 + ~
(D.4)
= i(q2g,~.— ~
In many instances H,~is contracted with tensors orthogonal to n and only H~will be important. We
will loosely refer to it as the “inverse” propagator
— /
“,ua~avgiis’ n~qS,,n q D5
g,,.,, — n4jn q.
These relations will be generalized to the full propagator and its “inverse”.
We shall also need some of the exact relations between the full propagators and the full vertices. The
propagator is defined as
= f dx e~x(0I(Aa (x) A~(0))I0), (D.6)
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and the proper three point vertex as
q, r)84(,p + q + r)
= (~7.)8 f d~xd4y d4z ei~~xe’9~e~ (0IT(J~(x)A~(y)A~(z))I0). (D.7)
J~is the color current.
The conservation law, ~ and the current potential commutation relations
8(xo)[J~(x),A~(0)]= if~1!b’84(x)A~’(x), (D.8)
provide the Ward identity [2.2, D.2]
ip”1~t(p,q, r)= fabc [I ,k(T) — H~A(q)]. (D.9)
Analogous results hold for four point vertices. F is symmetric under the interchange of all the variables.
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Note added in proof
A. Hasenfratz and P. Hasenfratz [Budapest, KFK5-1981-15] have reevaluated the relation between
Amom and AEL, eq. (B.22), by the methods of ref. [B.5] and confirmed the result of ref. [B.4]. Thus
‘imom = 83.SAE.L.. As the difference between the various results was only 5% thisdoes not affect any of the
previous discussion.
Hasenfratz and Hasenfratz have also evaluated
As.L. = 0.91EL,
which is considerably different from the result presented in eq. (B.23). This introduces serious discrepancies
between the Hamiltonian and Euclidian lattice perturbation theories as well as Monte Carlo calculations.
The value of AS.L. presented in eq. (5.5) yields
A~ = (220 ±50) MeV
in total disagreement with results of Euclidian perturbation theory, eq. (5.8) and the Monte Carlo results,
eq. (5.14).
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Apossible resolution of these discrepancies may lie in the extrapolation procedures used to determine A
(eq. (5.6)) from Hamiltonian perturbation theory. A sixth order result yielded A = 170. If this is the correct
value rather than the extrapolated one then agreement with other methods would be restored.
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